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PREFACE 
The present dissertation entitled "A study of certain additive mappings 
in rings" contains an upto date account of research done by various authors 
in recent years in the domain of additive mappings in rings. The general 
character of the present work is in the form of brief sketches of a number of 
best known papers pertaining to the different aspects of the study. 
This exposition comprises of four chapters and each chapter is further 
sub-divided into various sections. The definitions, theorems and examples 
etc have been specified into double decimal numbers. The first figure denotes 
the number of the chapter, second represents the section in the chapter and 
the third points out the number of the definition, the theorem or the example 
as the case may be in a particular chapter. 
Chaper 1 contains prehminary notions, basic definitions and some well-
known results required for the developement of the subject in the subsequent 
chapters. The basic knowledge of ring theory has been pre assumed. 
Chapter 2 is devoted to the study of Jordan homomorphisms in prime 
and semiprime rings. This chapter includes results from Herstein [49], Smiley 
[75]. Bresar [24] etc. An additive mapping (f) : R —^ R' is called a Jordan 
homomorphism on a ring R to R' if it satisfies the property 0(a^) = 4>{(^Y-, 
for all a e /?. It is straight forward to see that every homomorphism on R 
to R' is a Jordan homomorphism but the converse need not hold in general. 
The present chapter deals with the study of certain conditions on R' under 
which every Jordan homomorphism (f): R —> R! becomes a homomorphism. 
A well-known result due to Herstein [49] states that every Jordan homomor-
phism of a ring R onto a prime ring R! of characteristic different from two 
and three is either a homomorphism or an antihomomorphism. Further, a 
generalization of this result for semiprime ring has been included in Section 
2.3. The main theorem of this section states as follows : Let 0 be a Jordan 
homomorphism of a ring R onto a 2-torsion free semiprime ring R!. Then 
there exist ideals U and V of R such that for all x 6 i?, (j){ux) = (l){u)(j){x) for 
all u eU and (f){vx) = (j){x)(f){v) for all v ^V. The ideal [/ -|- K is an essential 
ideal of R, U (IV = Kercj), (l){u) and (t){v) are ideals of R ', 0(/7) n (i){V) = 0, 
and (j){U) © 4>{V) is an essential ideal of R '. Further, if {/ = Kercf), then (j) is 
an antihomomorphism, and V = Kercj) if and only if <^  is a homomorphism. 
Finally in Section 2.4 of this chapter some results regarding Jordan triple 
homomorphism on prime and semiprime rings have been presented. 
In Chapter 3, the concepts of Jordan derivation, generalized Jordan 
derivations and generaUzed Jordan {O;T)- derivations are studied. An ad-
ditive mapping d : R —)• R is said to be a Jordan derivation if d(a^) = 
d{a)a + ad{a), for all a E: R. Clearly, every derivation on a ring is a Jordan 
derivation, but the converse does not holds in general. Herstein [42] obtained 
the condition under which the converse holds. Section 3.2 opens with a well-
known result of Herstein [42] and further a generalization of this result in 
the setting of semiprime rings has been given. In Section 3.3, the concepts 
of generalized Jordan derivation and generalized Jordan {a, r)- derivations 
have been given and various conditions under which every generalized Jordan 
derivation (resp. generalized Jordan {a, r)- derivation) becomes a general-
ized derivation (resp. generalized (a, r)- derivation) have been given. The 
last section of this chapter concerns with the study of generalized Jordan 
derivation and nth power maps in rings. Some results obtained by Lanski 
[57] on nth power maps are given which extend the main result obtained by 
Ashraf et al. [5]. 
Chapter 4, deals with the study of additivity of derivable mappings in 
rings. Most of the results of this chapter are based on the works done by F.Lu 
[65] and Jing and Lu [54]. Section 4.2, starts with the notion of derivable map, 
Jordan derivable map and Jordan semitriple derivable map. A map d : R —> 
R is said to be derivable (resp. Jordan derivable) if d{ab) — ad{b) + d{a)b 
(resp. d{ab + ba) = ad{b) + d{a)b + d{b)a -f bd{a)) holds for all a,b G R. d is 
said to be Jordan semitriple derivable if d{aba) — d{a)ba + ad{b)a + abd{a), 
for all a,b E: R. It also deals with certain conditions under which Jordan 
derivable and Jordan semitriple derivable maps on a prime ring becomes 
additive. Section 4.3, includes the study of additivity of Jordan derivable 
maps on an arbitrary ring. Further, the same result has been discussed for 
Jordan semitriple derivable map in the last section of this chapter. 
m 
CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Introduction 
The objective of this chapter is to introduce basic definitions, preUminary notions 
and some fundamental results which we shall require for the developement of the 
subject in the subsequent chapters. Of course, the elementary knowledge of algebraic 
concepts such as groups, rings and fields etc. have been preassumed. For most of 
the material included in this chapter, we refer to Beidar et. al. [15], Herstein [44], 
Herstein [47], Jacobson [53], Mc Coy [69] etc. 
1.2. Some elementary concepts 
In the present section we shall be giving a brief exposition of some important 
terminologies in ring theory. Throughout the dissertation, unless otherwise men-
tioned, R will denote an associative ring having atleast two elements. For the sake 
of convenience, the product a • 6 of any two elements a and b of R will be denoted 
by ab. 
Definition 1.2.1 (Ideal). An additive subgroup / of i? is said to be a left (resp. 
right) ideal of R, if ra e / (resp. ar G /) for all a G / , r G i?. / is said to be an 
ideal of R if it is left as well as right' ideal of R. 
Example 1.2.1. Let R = 
Then /i = 
and I2 = < 
a b 
0 0 
a 0 
b 0 
^ ^ j a,b,c,deZ\. 
a, 6 e Z > is a right ideal but not a left ideal of R, 
a, 6 G Z > is a left ideal but not a right ideal of R. 
Definition 1.2.2 (Prime Ideal). A proper ideal I oi R is called a prime ideal of R 
if for any two ideals A and B of R, AB C I implies ^ C / or 5 C / . 
Remark 1.2.1. Equivalently, an ideal / in a ring R is prime if and only if any one 
of the following holds: 
[i) If a,b ^ R such that aRb C / , then a G / or 6 G / . 
(ii) If (a) and {b) are principle ideals in R such that (a)(6) C / , then a G / or 
be I. 
U^ ^ If U and V are left (right) ideals in R such that UV CI, then L/ C / or V C / . 
Definition 1.2.3 (Prime Ring). A Ring R is said to be prime if the zero ideal (0) 
is a prime ideal in R. 
Remark 1.2.2. Equivalently, a ring i? is a prime ring if and only if any one of the 
following holds: 
(z) If /i and I2 are ideals in R such that /1/2 = (0), then Ij = (0) or I2 = (0). 
(ii) For any a,b e R, aRb — (0) imphes either a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Definition 1.2.4 (Semi-Prime Ideal). An ideal P in a ring R is said to be a 
semiprime ideal in R if for every ideal I oi R, P C P implies I Q P. 
Remark 1.2.3. 
(i) A prime ideal is necessarily semi-prime but the converse need not hold. 
(ii) Intersection of prime (semi-prime) ideals is semi-prime. Thus in the ring Z of 
integers, ideal (2) p)(3) = (6) is semi-prime which is not prime. 
Definition 1.2.5 (Semi-Prime Ring). A ring R which has no non-zero nilpotent 
ideal is said to be a semiprime ring. 
Remark 1.2.4. A ring R is semiprime if and only if for any a G R,aRa = (0), 
implies that a — 0. 
Definition 1.2.6 (Commutator Ideal). An ideal of a ring R generated by all the 
commutators [x,y] with x,y & R is called the commutator ideal of R. 
Definition 1.2.7 (Simple Ring). A Ring R is called simple if i?^ ^ (0) and it has 
no ideals other than (0) and R. 
We may point out that since R^ is an ideal in R, for a simple ring R the condition 
i?^ 7^  (0) is equivalent to the condition R^ — R. It is clear that a division ring is 
necessarily simple. 
Definition 1.2.8 (Semi Simple Ring). A ring R is said to be a semi simple ring if 
it is direct sum of simple rings. 
Definition 1.2.9 (Center of a Ring). The center of a ring R is the set of all those 
elements of R which commute with each element of R and denoted as Z{R) i.e., 
Z{R) = {x eR\xr = rx for all r ^ R}. 
Thus a ring R is commutative if and only if Z{R) = R. 
Definition 1.2.10 (Centralizer). Let 5 be a nonempty subset of R, then the 
centralizer Cii{S), of S in R, is defined by 
CR{S) = {X G R \ XS — SX for all s e S}. 
If X G CR{S), then we say that x centrahzes S. Evidently, CR{R) = Z{R). 
Definition 1.2.11 (Annihilator). If M is a subset of a commutative ring R, then 
the annihilator of M, denoted by Ann{M) is the set of all elements r oi R such 
that rm = 0 for all m G M. Thus, 
Ann{M) ^[r eR\ rm = 0 for all m G M}. 
Definition 1.2.12 (Characteristic of a Ring). The least positive integer n (if exists) 
such that nx — 0, for every element x in R\s called the characteristic of R and 
generally expressed as Char/? = n. If no such positive integer exist, then R is said 
to have the characteristic zero. 
Remark 1.2.5. The characteristic of an integral domain is either zero or a prime. 
Definition 1.2.13 (Torsion free element). An element x E R is said to be n-
torsion free if nx = 0 imphes x = 0. 
If nx = 0 implies x = 0, for every x € -R, we say that the ring R is n-torsion 
free. 
Definition 1.2.14 (Algebra). Let Ahe a nonempty set on which there are defined 
binary operations of addition and multiplication and also a scalar multiphcation 
by elements of a field F. Then A is an algebra over the field F if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) A IS a vector space over F with respect to the operations of addition and scalar 
multiplication. 
(ii) yl is a ring with respect to the operations of addition and multiphcation. 
{Hi) liu,v £ A and a G F, then {au)v = u{av) = a{uv). 
Example 1.2.2. The field C of complex numbers is an algebra over the field M of 
real numbers. As a vector space over E, clearly C is of diruension two since {1, i} is 
a basis. 
Definition 1.2.15. Given any associative ring R, we can introduce two new oper-
ations in R as follows: 
(i) For all x,y E. R, the Lie product [x, y] = xy — yx. 
(ii) For all x,y E R, the Jordan product x oy = xy + yx. 
Remark 1.2.6. For any x,y,z E R, the following identities are obvious, 
(i) [xy,z] = x[y,z] + [x,z]y 
{ii) [x,yz] = [x,y]z + y[x,z] 
(m) [[2;,y],2] + [[y,z],x] + [[2,x],y] = 0 (Jacobi's identity) 
{iv) X o (yz) = {x o y)z - y[x, z] 
-=y{xoz) + [x,y]z 
{v) {x o y)z = x{y o z) - [x, z\y 
= {xoz)y + x[y,z] 
Definition 1.2.16 (Lie (Jordan) Subring). A nonempty subset A of i? is said to 
be a Lie (resp. Jordan) subring of R\i A\s an additive subgroup of R and for any 
a, 6 G A, implies that [x,y] (resp. (x o y)) is also in A. 
Definition 1.2.17 (Lie ideal). An additive subgroup U of R is said to be a Lie ideal 
of R if [u, r]=ur — ru^U for every u &U, r E: R. 
Definition 1.2.18 (.Jordan ideal). An additive subgroup L'^  of 7? is said to be a 
Jordan ideal oi R \i u o r = ur + ru ^ U iov every u ^ U, r ^ R. 
Example 1.2.3. Let i? = I ( '^  ^ 
t h a t t / = ( ( " ^ \ \ c a 
a,b,c,d E Z2?. Then it can be easily seen 
(fa b 
a.b.c EZO} is a Lie ideal of R and J = { . , 
\ \ b a is a .Jordan ideal of R. 
a, t e Z2 
Definition 1.2.19 (Square Closed Lie ideal). A Lie ideal [/ of a ring R with the 
property that u^ EU for a\\ u E U is called a square closed Lie ideal of R. 
Remark 1.2.7. Every square closed Lie ideal need not be an ideal of R. 
Example 1.2.4. Let i? be a ring and E be the additive subgxoup of R, generated 
by the idempotents of R. Then E is square closed. Let e be any idempotent in R 
and X be any element of R. Then, e + xe — exe and e + ex — exe are idempotents. 
Hence xe - ex is in the additive subgroup E generated by the idempotents. This 
shows that E is Lie ideal which is clearly not an ideal of R. 
Definition 1.2.20 (Involution). Let i? be a simple ring of characteristic not equal 
to 2 and let * : R —> Rhe a map satisfying a** = a, {a + b)* = a* + b*, {at)* = b*a*. 
Then it can be easily seen that * is called an involution on R. 
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Define * : R —> R by 
(a b \* _^ f a nc\ 
[c d J " \b/n d ; • 
Then it can be easily seen that '*' is an involution on R. 
Definition 1.2.21 (Homomorphism resp. Antihomomorphism). A mapping 
(j) : R —> R is said to be a homomorphism {resp. antihomomorphism) of R if it 
satisfies the following properties: 
(i) (j){a + b) = ^{a) + (t>{b), 
(a) (j){ab) = (l){a)(j){b) (resp. (i){ab) = (f){b)(j){a)) for all a,b £ R. 
Definition 1.2.22 (Derivation). A mapping d : R —> R is said to be a derivation 
of R if it satisfies the following properties: 
[i) d{a + 6) = d(a) + d{b), 
{ii) d{ab) — d{a)b + ad{b) for all a,b e R. 
Example 1.2.6. The most natural example of a nontrivial derivation is the usual 
differentiation on the ring F[x] of polynomials defined over a field F. 
For fixed a e R, define d : R —> R by d{x) = [x, a] for all x e R. The function 
d so define can be easily checked to be additive and 
d{xy) = [xy, a] 
= x[y,a] + [x,a]y 
= xd{y) + d{x)y 
Thus, d is a derivation which is called inner derivation of R associated with a and 
is generally denoted by /„. 
Remark 1.2.8. It is obvious to see that every inner derivation on a ring i? is a 
derivation. But the converse need not be true in general 
Example 1.2.7. Let /?=<!! ^ ^ a, 6, c, d e Z > be a ring of 2 x 2 matrices over 
Z, the ring of integers. Define a mapping d : R —> R as follows: 
Then it can be verified that d is a derivation but not an inner derivation on R. 
Remark 1.2.9. If c? is a derivation on R and r G Z{R), then d{r) G Z{R). 
Definition 1.2.23 (Pierce-Decomposition). Let e be an idempotent of a ring R, 
not necessarily with an identity. For any subset X of R, we introduce the notations. 
(1 - e)X = {x- ex\x e R} 
X{1 -e) = {x -xe\x e R}. 
If it happens that R has an identity element, then (1 — e) is a legitimate element 
of R and this notation agrees with the usual product of an element and a set. 
It is easy to see that XeCi X{1 - e) = 0 = eX n{l - e)X for any set X which 
contains 0. 
Applying this first on the right with X = R then on the left with X = Re and 
X — R{1 - e),we obtain 
R^eRe® eR{l - e) © (1 - e)Re © (1 - e)R{l - e). 
This is called the pierce decomposition of R with respect to e. 
1.3. Some Well-known results 
In the present section we give some well-known results which will be used fre-
quently in the subsequent chapters. 
Lemma 1.3.1. Let Rhe a prime ring with charR ^ 2 and suppose that a,b e R 
such that arb + bra = 0 for all r E R- Then either a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
7 
Proof. We have (arb + bra) — 0. Replace r by sat for s,t E R, to get asatb + bsata = 
0. But bsa = —asb and atb = -5to, thus we find that —2asbta = 2asbta = 0. Since 
R is prime, we find that a = 0 or fe = 0. 
Lemma 1.3.2. Let i?, be a 2-torsion fi-ee ring. Then the following are equivalent: 
(?•) R is a prime ring. 
(H) Let a,b G R and let axb + bxa = 0 for all x E R, then a = 0 ov b = 0. 
{in) Let a,b E R and axa = 6a6 for all x E R, then a = 6 or a = —6. 
Proof, (i) =^ (ii) Follows from Lemma L3.L 
(ii) = ^ (i) Let (M) holds. Suppose that axb = 0 for all x E R. Then 
{bxa)y{bxa) + {bxa)y{bxa) = 2{bxa)y{bxa) 
= 2bx{ayb)xa = 0. 
This imphes that bxa = 0. Thus ax5 + bxa = 0 for all x E R. This implies that 
a = 0 or 6 = 0 (by {ii)). Hence a.x6 = 0 for all x E R imphes that a = 0 or 6 = 0 
which gives that R is prime. 
{ii) =1^ {iii). Suppose {ii) holds and axa = bxb for all x E R. Then 
(a - 6)x(a + b) + {a + b)x{a - b) = 0 for all x G i? which yields that 
a — 6 = 0 o r a + 6 = 0. This implies a = b ox a = —b which is {Hi). 
{Hi) =^ {ii). Let {Hi) holds and let axb + bxa = 0 for all x E R. Consequently, 
(a — b)x(a — b) = {a + b)x{a + b) for all x E R. This implies that a — b = a + b and 
a — b = —{a + b). This imphes that 26 = 0 or 2a = 0. Since R is 2-torsion free, we 
have a = 0 or 6 = 0 which is {ii). 
Remark 1.3.1. The center of a prime ring is free from zero divisor. 
Remark 1.3.2. The center of a semiprime ring contains no nonzero nilpotent 
element. 
Proof. Let x be a nonzero nilpotent element of R such that x E Z{R). Suppose 
that index of nilpotency is n. If n = 2, then x^r = 0 for all x E R i.e., x{xr) = 0 
gives xrx = 0. This implies that x = 0. If n > 2 then 2n - 2 > 0 and we have 
(x«-i)2 = 0, i.e., ( .T"-I )V = 0 for all r e R. This implies (x"^^)i?(x"-^) = 0. Since 
R is semiprime, x"'^^ = 0, a contradiction. 
Remark 1.3.3. If i? is a prime ring with no nonzero nilpotent element, then R has 
no zero divisors. 
Proof. Snppose ab = 0. Since {baY = {ba){ba) = b{ab)a = 0. By hypothesis 
ba = 0. However, if ab = 0, then {ab)x = 0. This imphes that a{bx) = 0 for all 
X e R, i.e., {bx)a = 0 for all x € R and hence bRa = 0. Since R is prime, either 
a = 0 or 6 = 0, i.e., R has no zero divisors. 
Lemma 1.3.3. Let i? be a semiprime ring. Suppose that elements r, s and a satisfy 
rxsarxs = 0 for all x & R. Then sar — 0. 
Proof. Linearizing rxsarxs = 0, we get rxsarys + rysarxs = 0 for all x,y E R. 
Then {sarxsar)y[sarxsar) = sarxsa{—rxsarys)ar = 0. Hence sar = 0. 
Lemma 1.3.4. Let i? be a prime ring, and let p,q,r be elements of R such that 
paqar = 0 for all a E R. Then one, at least, of p, q, r is zero. 
Proof. If paqar = 0, replace a by a + 6; using paqar = pbqbr = 0, we find 
paqbr + pbqar = 0, for all a, 6 in R. If now pa — 0, then, for all b E R, pbqar = 0, so 
that j9 = 0, or else qar = 0. But if pa = 0, then pat = 0 for all t E R, so that p — 0 
or gatr = 0 for all t E R; again r = 0, or else qa = 0. So p = 0 or r = 0 or qa is zero 
whenever pa is zero; replace a by aqar; since p{aqar) = 0 for all a e -R, we see that 
p = 0 or r = 0 or qaqar = 0 for all a E R. Similarly, p = 0 or r = 0 or qaqaq = 0 
for all a E R. Assuming therefore that p ^ 0, r 7^  0, replace a by a + 6 in qaqaq —0 
to find as befbre that qaqbq + qbqaq — 0. In this equation, replace b by aqb to find 
{qaqaq)bq + qaqbqaq = 0, {qaq)b{qaq) — 0, for all b E R, for all a E R. So qaq = 0 
ior all a E R,q ^ 0 ap ^ 0,r y^ 0. 
Lemma 1.3.5. Let i? be a semiprime ring and a E R such that a{ax — xa) = 0 for 
all X e R. Then a E Z{R). 
Proof. lix,r E R, then a{a{xr)-{xr)a) = 0. However, a{xr)-{xr)a — {ax-xa)r-\-
x{ar - ra); thus we get ax{ar -ra) ~ 0 for all x,r e R, that is, aR{ar — ra) = {0}. 
But this gives {ar — ra)R{ar — ra) = {0}. Since, R is semiprime we conclude that 
ar - ra = 0 for all r G E and hence, a G Z{R). 
Lemma 1.3.6. If i? is a prime ring then centrahzer of any non-zero one-sided 
ideal is equal to the center of R, in particular R with a non-zero central ideal is 
commutative. 
Proof. Let / be a non-zero right ideal and a E CR{I). li X e R,r e I then 
a{rx) = {rx)a. But ar = ra; we thus get that r{ax — xa) = 0, which is to say 
I [ax — xa) = {0} for all x E R. Since, R is prime and / ^ (0), we conclude that 
ax = xa for all x G R, i.e., CR{I) = Z{R). 
Lemma 1.3.7. Let i? be a prime ring. If R contains a non-zero commutative ideal, 
then R is commutative. 
Proof. Let J be commutative ideal of R. If x G J, then Ix{J) = [x,J] = {0}. 
Since J is commutative, by Lemma 1.3.6, /^ = 0 on /? and hence x G Z{R). Thus 
[.X, R] = {0} for every x E J. Hence Ia{J) = 0 for all a € R and again by Lemma 
1.3.6, la = 0 on R and hence a G Z{R) for all a e R. Therefore R is commutative. 
Lemma 1.3.8. Let i? be a prime ring of char^^ 2 and U % Z{R) is a Lie ideal of 
R, then there exists an ideal, M of i? such that [M, R] C U, but [M, R] ^ Z{R). 
Proof. Since charR^ 2 and f/ ^ Z{R), it follows that [[/,[/] 7^  {0} and that 
[M, R]CU where M = i?[?7, U]R ^ (0) is the ideal of R generated by [U, U]. That 
[M, R\ % Z{R) follows easily, for if [M, i?] C [/ then [M, [R\\ = {0}, which would 
force M QU and, since M ^ {0} is an ideal of R, so J? = Z{R). 
Lemma 1.3.9. Let i? be a prime ring with char^^ 2 and U % Z{R) be a Lie ideal 
of R and if aUb = {0} then a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.3.8, there exists an ideal M of R such that [M,R] % Z{R) 
but [M,R] C U. If n G t/, m G M and y G i? then [mau,y] G [M,R] C U, 
thus 0 = a[mati, y]b = a[ma, y]ii6 -f- ama[u, y]b = a{may - yma)ub = amayub, since 
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a[u,y]b G aUb = {0}. Thus, aMaRUb = {0}. If a ^ 0, since R is prime we obtain 
Ub = {0}, so, if X E R, u E U then {ux - xu) E U, whence {ux — xu)b = 0, and so 
uxb = 0. In other words, uRb = {0}, shice U ^ {0}, we get 6 = 0. 
Lemma 1.3.10. Let /? be a ring with no non-zero nilpotent ideals in which 2x = 0 
implies x = 0. Suppose that it ^ (0) is both a Lie ideal and a subring if R. Then 
either U C Z{R), the center of R, or U contains a non-zero ideal of R. 
Proof. Let us first suppose that [/, as a ring is not commutative. Then for some 
x,y E U,xy - yx ^ 0. For any r E R,x{yr) — {yr)x is in U, that is, {xy - yx)r + 
ij{xr - rx) is in U. The second member of this is in U since both y and xr — rx 
are in U (since U is both a Lie ideal and subring). The net result of all this is that 
(xy - yx)R C U. But then for r,s E R, {{xy - yx)r)s - s{{xy — yx)r) E U leading 
to R{xy — yx)R C U. We have now shown that the ideal R{xy — yx)R is in U. If 
R{xy - yx)R = (0) then {R{xy — yx)RY = (0) contrary to assumption. We have 
shown that the result is correct if U as a subring of R is not commutative. 
So, suppose that U is commutative; we want to shov^ ? that it lies in the center 
of R. Given a E U,x E R then ax — xa E U so commutes with a. Now, for 
x,y E R,a{a{xy) — {xy)a) = {a{xy) - {xy)a)a. Expanding a{xy) - {xy)a as {ax — 
xa)y+x{ay—ya) and using that a commutes with this, with ax—xa and with ay—ya 
yields 2{ax - xa){ay — ya) = 0 for all x,y E R. Since 2r == 0 forces r = 0 we obtain 
{ax-xa){ay — ya) = 0. In this, put y = ax, this results in {ax — xa)R{ax — xa) = (0). 
Since R has no nilpotent ideals we conclude that ax — xa = 0 and so, a must be in 
the center of R. 
Theorem 1.3.1 ([44, Lemma LI]). Let i? be a prime ring and / ( / 0) a right ideal 
of R. Suppose that given a e /, a" = 0 for a fixed integer n, then R has nonzero 
nilpotent ideal. 
Proof. The argument we use is a variation of one given by Levitzki. We go by 
induction on n. 
Let a 7^  0 be in p satisfying a^  = 0. Let A = ap. Suppose for a moment that 
A ^ {0). If X E R then (a + ax)" = 0 since it is in p hence on expansion we get 
{ax)''-'^a = 0. Thus {ax^'^A = (0). LetT = {x E A\ xA = (0)}; ofcourse, T is an 
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ideal of A. Moreover, as we have just seen, y & A implies that y" ^ e T. Therefore 
in A = A/T every element satisfies lp~^ = 0. By our induction hypothesis A has a 
nilpotent ideal U ^ (0). Let U be its inverse image in A; since U = (0), [/'' C T 
hence V'^^ CTA= (0). Also, since U ^{0),U (^T whence U DUA^{0). But 
then UA = Uap / (0) is a nilpotent right ideal of R. 
Suppose then that a £ p, a^  = 0 implies that ap = (0). For any x E p, since 
x" - 0 we have (x"-^)^ = 0 and so x'^'^p = (0). Let W = {x e p \ xp = (0)}; W is 
an ideal of p. If H'^  = p then p^ = (0) and p would provide us with a nilpotent right 
ideal. If W = p then in p = p/W, x""^ = 0; our induction gives us a nilpotent ideal 
V ^ (0) in p. If y is the inverse image of V in p then Vp y^  (0) C ^ and is nilpotent 
since V is. Again we have seen that R must have a nonzero nilpotent right ideal. 
If R has a nonzero nilpotent right ideal it has (almost trivially) a nonzero nilpo-
tent ideal. This proves the Theorem. 
Lemma 1.3.11. Let [/ be a non-zero ideal of a prime ring R and d / 0 be a 
derivation on /?. If a G i? such that a(i(/7) = (0), then a = 0. 
Proof. If a e R such that ad{U) = 0, then replacing U by UR we obtain 
ad{UR) = 0 = ad{U)R + aUd{R). This implies aUd{R) = 0 or aURd{R) = 0. Since 
R is prime and d is non-zero on R, therefore, at/ — 0 or aRU = 0. As f/ 7^  (0), 
hence the primeness of R yields that a = 0. 
Remark 1.3.4. 
[i) If d is a nonzero derivation of a prime ring R, then the left and right annihi-
lators of d{R) are zero. In particular, a[6, i?] = 0 or [b,R]a = 0 implies that 
h = 0{b € Z{R)) or a = 0. 
(ii) Let d be a derivation of a prime ring R and a be an element of R. If ad{x) = 0 
for all X e R, then either a = 0 or d is zero. 
Lemma 1.3.12. Let a and ab be in the center of a prime ring R. If b is not zero, 
then a 6 Z{R). 
Proof. 0 = [ab, r] = a[b, r] + [a, r]b = [a, r]b for all r € i?. By Lemma 1.3.11, 6 = 0 
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or a G Z. Hence a must be in Z{R). 
Lemma 1.3.13. Let / be a nonzero right ideal in a prime ring R. If R admits a 
derivation d which is zero on / , then d is zero on R. 
Proof. If d{I) = 0, then 0 = d{IR) = d{I)R + Id{R) = Id{R). By Lemma 1.3.11, 
d must be zero since / is nonzero. 
Remark 1.3.5. Let / be a nonzero left ideal in a prime ring R. If R admits a 
non-zero derivation d on R. Then d is non-zero on / . 
Theorem 1.3.2 ([72, Theorem 1]). Let R he a. prime ring with charR ^ 2 and 
di,d2 be derivations of R such that the iterate did2 is also a derivation; then at least 
one of di, ^ 2 is zero. 
Proof. did2 is a derivation, so 
did2{ab) = did2{a)b + adid2{b). 
However, di,d2 are each derivations, 
so did2{ab) = di{d2{ab)) 
= di{d2{a)b + ad2{b)) 
= did2{a)b + d2[a)di{b) + di{a)d2{b) + adid2{b). 
But did2{ab) = did2{a)b + adid2{b), so 
d2{a)di{b) + di{a)d2{b) = 0, for all a,b e R. (1.3.1) 
Replace a by adi{c) in (1.3.1), to get d2{adi{c))di{b) + di{adi{c))d2{b) = 0 for all 
a,b,ce R. This imphes that 
d2{a)di{c)di{b) + ad2di{c)di{b) + di{a)di{c)d2{b) + adi{di{c))d2{b) = 0. 
Now a{d2{di{c))di{b) + di{di{c))d2{b)) = 0, since d2{di{c))di{b) + di{di{c))d2{b) = 0, 
which is merely equation (1.3.1) with a replaced by di{c). We are left then with 
d2{a)di{c)di{b) + di{a)di{c)d2{b) = 0 for all a,b,ceR (1.3.2) 
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But di{c)d2{b) = -d2(c)di(6) by (1.3.1) with c replacing a. Then (1.3.2) be-
comes d2{a)di{c)di{b) — di{a)d2ic)di{b) = 0; factoring out di on the right, we have 
(d2(a)di(c) - di{a)d2{c))d-[{b) — 0 for all a,b,c E R. Remark 1.3.4 (ii) is just what 
we need to tell us that d2{a)d-[{c) — di(a)d2(c) = 0 for all a, c ^ R, unless di is zero. 
But (1.3.1) with c replacing b tells us that instead d2{a)di{c) + di{a)d2{c) = 0 for 
all a,c € R. Adding these last two equations, we find that 2d2{a)di{c) = 0 implies 
d2{a)di{c) = 0, (since R is not of characteristic 2), for all a,c ^ R, or else di is zero. 
Using Remark 1.3.4 (ii) again with ^2(0) replacing a, we find that di is zero or else 
^2(1) = 0 for all a e R, i.e., di = 0 or 2^ = 0. 
Theorem 1.3.3 ([72, Lemma 3]). Let i? be a prime ring, and d a derivation of R 
such that ad{a) — d{a)a = 0 for all a E R. Then R is commutative, or d is zero. 
Proof, [a + b)d{a + b) - (d(a + b)){a + 6) = 0 for all a, 6 G R] subtracting ad{a) -
d{a)a + bd{b) — d{b)b = 0 from this, we arrive at ad{b) + bd{a) - d{a)b — d[b)a = 0 
for all a, 6 e i?. Write this as 
ad{b) - d{a)b = d{b)a - bd{a). 
Add to this ad{b) + d{a)b = d{ab) to find 
2ad{b) = d{b)a - bd{a) + d{ab) for all a,b e R. (1.3.3) 
In (1.3.3), replace b by ax 
2ad{ax) = d{ax)a - axd{a) + d{a^x), 
or 
2ad{a)x + 2a^d[x) = d{a)xa + ad[x)a - axd{a) + 2ad{a)x + a^d{x), 
since d{a^) = 2ad[a); or 
a'^d{x) = d{a)xa + ad{x)a - axd{a) for all a,x e R. (1.3.4) 
In (1.3.3), replace b by xa, and find similarly 
d{x)a^ = ad{x)a + axd{a) - d{a)xa, for all a,x e R. (1.3.5) 
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Add (1.3.4) and (1.3.5), to get 
a^d{x) +d{x)a^ = 2ad{x)a for all a,x e B.. (1.3.6) 
or 
a{d{x)a — ad{x)) — {d{x)a — ad{x))a for all a,x G R. (1.3.7) 
Replace in (1.3.7) a by a + d(x); we find that d{x) commutes with d{x)a — ad{x), for 
all a G R, for all x E R; this says that the square of the inner derivation by x is zero, 
for all X G i?. Let R not be of characteristic 2. Then Theorem 1.3.2 says that d{x) 
is central, for all x E R; let a be an element of R, and A denote inner derivation 
by a. ad{x) = d[x)a, or Ad{x) = 0 for all x E R. Theorem 1.3.2 again shows that 
fi = 0 or, if not, then A is zero, every a in R is central, R is commutative. But if R 
is of characteristic 2, (1.3.6) says that for all x € R, d{x) commutes with all squares 
of elements of R. Let i? be a prime ring of characteristic 2, and let e G i? commute 
with a ,^ for all a G i? 
a^e = eo} for all a^R. (1.3.8) 
Replace a by a + 6 and use ea^ = a^e,eb'^ = fe^e. 
{ab + ba)e = e{ab + ba) for all a,b e R. (1.3.9) 
In (1.3.9), replace b by ae and commute e and a ;^ then a^e^ + aeae 
= ea^e + eaea; c?e^ = ea^e, so 
aeae — eaea for all a ^ R. (1.3.10) 
In (1.3.9), replace b by e; then ae^ + eae = eae + e^a, 
e^  is in the center of R. (1.3.11) 
Consider (ae + eo)^ = aeae + eaea + ae^a + ea^e. But aeae + eaea = 0 by (1.3.10), 
ae^a + ea^e = e^a^ + e^ a^  = 0 by (1.3.11) and (1.3.8). We have 
(ae + eaf = 0 for all a G /?. (1.3.12) 
Let x,y now be elements of R with xy = 0. By (1.3.9), [xy + yx)e = e(xy + yx), so 
xy = 0 implies yxe = eyx. (1.3.13) 
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Now x'^y — 0, so (1.3.13) becomes also yx^e — eyx'^\yx^e = yex'' since e commutes 
with all squares. Thus 
xy = 0 implies (ye + ey).T^ = 0. (1.3.14) 
But [ax)y — 0 for all a & R; then we can replace x by ax in (1.3.14), to obtain 
{ye + ey)axax = 0 for all a G R, whenever xy = 0. Lemma 1.3.3 now says x = 0 or 
ye + ey = 0; in fact, since x{yv) ~ 0 for all v G R, Lemma 1.3.3 even says x = 0 or 
yve + {ey)v = 0 for all v E R. Since ye = ey \i x ^ 0, then x = 0 or yve + yev = 0 
for all V G R, y{ve + ew) = 0 for ah v G R. Remark 1.3.4 (ii) apphed to the inner 
derivation by e shows that either x = 0,y = 0, or e is central. But by (1.3.12) 
(ae 4- ea){ae + ea) = 0, for all a G i?; putting x = ae + ea, y = ae + ea, we find that 
for all a G /?, ae + ea = 0, or e is central. That is, for all a G R, ae + ea = 0,e is 
central if e commutes with all squares in R. 
For all x e R, then, d{x) commutes with all squares in R, d{x) is central for all 
X G R. Let d{b) = 0; for all a E R, d{ab) = d{a)b + ad{b) = d{a)b] d{ab) is central, so 
d{a)b is central for all a E R if d{b) = 0. Now if d is not zero, so that d{a) ^ 0 for 
some a G R, we have d{a)bx — xd{a)b;d{a) is central so xd{a)b = d{a)xb, whence 
d{a){bx + x6) = 0 for all x G i?, if d{b) = 0. But as previously remarked, no nonzero 
element of the centroid of R has nonzero kernel; since we are assuming d{a) ^ 0, 
and since d{a) is central, we have proved that b is central whenever d(6) = 0. But 
for all cG R, d{(?) = d{c)c + cd{c) = 2d{c)c = 0, so c^  commutes with all x e R, for 
all c e R. Referring back to the conclusion of the previous paragraph with x for e 
shows X central for all x € R, ii d is not the zero derivation. 
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CHAPTER 2 
JORDAN HOMOMORPHISMS ON RINGS 
2.1, Introduction 
An additive mapping 0 : R —)• R! is called a Jordan homomorphism if (j){a?) = 
(l){o,y, holds for all a € R. It is easy to see that every homomorphism is a Jordan 
homomorphism but not conversely. Many algebraists studied Jordan homomorphism 
in rings and obtained conditions under which a Jordan homomorphism becomes 
either a homomorphism or an antihomomorphism. The present chapter is based on 
such type of works done by Herstein [49], Smiley [75], Bresar [24], etc. 
Section 2.2 opens with a well-known theorem due to Herstein [49] which states 
that every Jordan homomorphism on a ring of characteristic other than 2 and 3 is 
either a homomorphism or an antihomomorphism. Further this problem has been 
investigated for a ring of characteristic different from two only. 
In Section 2.3, a generalization of the above result for semiprime has been given. 
Finally in Section 2.4, a result concerning Jordan triple homomorphism is given. 
2.2. Jordan Homomorphisms onto Prime Rings 
An additive mapping (j) from a ring R into the ring R' is said to be a homo-
morphism (resp. Jordan homomorphism) if (f){ab) = (f){a)(l){h) (resp. (f){o?) ~ 0(a)^) 
holds for all a, 6 € /?. 
If R satisfies (p{a^) = (t){a)^, for all a e R. Then (j){a + hf = {(f){a + h)f and 
this yields that (i){ah + ha) = (f){a)(f}{b) + (t){b)({){a) for all a,b e R. Conversely, if 
R satisfies (f){ab + 6a) = (i){a)(j){b) + (j){b)(f){a), then 2(f){a^) = 2(j){af. Hence if R' is 
2-torsion free, then both the properties are equivalent. Moreover, it is easily seen 
that every homomorphism is a Jordan homomorphism. But the converse is not true 
in general. 
Example 2.2.1. Let 5 be a ring with involution * and let R = S®S. Let a € Z{S) 
such that Sias2 = 0 for all si,S2 £ S. Define cj): R —y R by (j){s, t) = {as, t*) for all 
(s,t) G R- Then for any {s,t), {p,q) G R, it can be seen that 
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(f>{{s,t){p,q)) = (p{s'p,tq) 
= {asp, {tq)*) 
=^{asp,q*t*) 
= (0, (i*t*)(since a e Z{S) and Sias2 = 0 for all Si,S2 G S). 
Also, (p{s,t)<p{p,q) = {as,t*){ap,q*) 
= {asap,t*q*) 
= (0, t*q*) (since a G ^(5) and Sias2 = 0 for ail Si, S2 G 5). 
This shows that (p is not a homomorphism. But this is a Jordan homomorphism. 
(since a e Z{S) and Sias2 = 0 for all Si,S2 E S and (i^)* = (r)^). 
Also, (0(5,t))2 = (a5,r)2 
= (asas,(f)2) 
= (o,(rn 
(since a G 2'(S') and Sias2 = 0 for ah Si,S2 G 5). 
Hence there exists example of a Jordan homomorphism which is not a homomor-
phism. 
In the year 1956,1.N.Herstein [49] investigated the converse of the above problem 
and proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2.1([49,Theorem H]). If 0 is a Jordan homomorphism of a ring R 
onto a prime ring R ' of characteristic different from 2 and 3 then either 0 is a 
homomorphism or an anti-homomorphism. 
Further in the year 1956, Smiley [75] extended the above result and removed the 
existence of characteristic not equal to three in the hypothesis of the above theorem 
and proved the following: 
Theorem 2,2.2 ([75,Theorem]). If 0 is a Jordan homomorphism of a ring R onto 
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a prime ring R ' of characteristic different from 2 then either (/) is a homomorphism 
or an anti-homomorphism. 
The following lemmas are required for developing the proof of the above theorem. 
Lemima 2.2.1. If 0 is a Jordan homomorphism of a ring R into R ', where R! is a 
2-torsion free ring, then for all a, h in R, (j){aha) = (j){a)(t){h)(j){a). 
Proof. Since (f) is a. Jordan homomorphism, 
(j){a{ab + ha) + {ah + ha)a} = (f){a) (j){ab + ha) + (p{ab + ha) (f){a), 
= (f){a)^(j){b) + <p{a)(l>{b)({>{a) + (/)(a)0(6)0(a) + 0(6)(/)(a)2. 
However, 
(t){a{ah + ha) + {ah + ha)a} = (t){a% + ha^) + (p{2aha) 
= (l){a^)(f>{b) + (l){h)(p{a^) + 2(f>{aba) 
= (t>{a)^(p{b) + <i){h)(j){af + 2(j){aha). 
Now on comparing these two expressions we obtain 2(j){aba) ~ 20(a)0(6)0(a), and 
since R ' is 2-torsion free, (f){aba) = (p{a)(j){b)(p{a). 
Linearizing 4>{aha) = (j){a)(p{h)(p{a) on a in the above result, i.e., replacing a by 
a + c we obtain 
Lemma 2.2.2. If </> is a Jordan homomorphism of a ring R into a 2-torsion free 
ring R', then for all a,h,c in R 
(p{abc -t- cha) = (j){a)4>{h)4>{c) + (t){c)(l){h)(j){a). 
Lemma 2.2.3. If 0 is a Jordan homomorphism of a ring R into a 2-torsion free 
ring Pi, then for all a, h in R, 
{i) {cj^iah) - <t>{a)cl>{h)W{cih) - </>(6)(^ (a)} = 0, 
{n) {<P{ah) - (/.(6)0(a)}{</.(a6) - 0(a)</.(6)} = 0. 
Proof. We prove only part (z), the proof of part {ii) is exactly the same. 
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{(I){ab) - (l){a)(j){b)}{(i){ab) - (t>{b)(P{a)} = 4>{abf + <p{a)(j){bf(t){a) - (l){a)(f>{b)4>{ab) 
-(t){ab)(t){b)(l){a) 
= <i){abf + (p{ab'^a) - 4>[ab{ab) + {ab)ba} 
= (t){abab + ab'^a — abab — ab'^a) 
= 0. 
Lemma 2.2.4. Let (/> be a Jordan homomorphism of a ring R onto a prime ring R ' 
of characteristic different from two. Then for every a, b in R, either 
{(/)(o6) - (t){a)(f){b)}(l){ab - ba) = 0, or 0(afe - 6a){0(a6) - <p{a)(f){b)} = 0. 
Proof. For any a,b,r e R; 
(l>{r){<f){ab) - <^(a)0(6)} = (/)(r)(^(a6) - 0(r)(/)(a)0(5) 
= 0(r)(/)(a6) + (t){b)4>{a)4>{r) - (j){rab + 6ar) 
= (pir)(P(ab) + (j){b)(t){a)(j){r) - (P{r{ab) + (a6)r} 
+(t){{ab - ba)r} 
= {< (^6)(/)(a) - (p{ab)}(l){r) + 4>{{ab - ba)r}. 
Left multiplying both sides of this equation by {(f){ab) — (p{a)(f){b)} and using Lemma 
2.2.3, we get 
{0(a6) - H^)m} Wr)} Wab) - 0(a)(/)(6)} = {(/.(a6) - 0(a)0(6)} < (^(a6 - ba)r}. 
Now multiplying {</)(a6) — (j){b)(p{a)} both the sides from right, we get 
{</)(a6) - ct>ia)cf>{b)} <J>{T) {(^ (a6) - ^(a)</.(6)} {< (^a6) - < (^6)< (^a)} 
= {(j){ah) - <^ (a)<^ (&)} <?^ {(ai - ba)r}{(l){ab) - <^(&,)0(G)}. 
By using Lemma 2.2.3 we get 
{<P{ab) - 4>{a)4>{b))^{r){<P{ab) - 0(a)0(6)}{0(a6) - (^(6)^(a)} = 0. 
Now replacing r by r(a6 — 6a) we have, 
{(l){ab) - 4>{a)<f)ib)}(l){{ab - ba)r{ab - ba)}{(j)(ab) - (j){b)4>{a)} = 0, 
{(/)(a6) - (/)(o)0(5)}0(a6 - ba)(i)[r)(t)[ab - 6a)}{0(a6) - </)(6)0(a)} = 0. 
Since 0 is onto and i?' is prime we find that either {0(a6) -(f){a)(l){b)}(j){ab-ba) = 0 
or (f)(ab - 6a)}{(/)(a6) - (^ (6)(/)(a)} = 0. 
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Lerama 2.2.5. Let 0 be a Jordan homomorphism of a ring R onto a prime ring R ' 
of cliaracteristic different from two. Then for any pair of elements a and 6 in i? at 
least one of {([>{ab) - 0(a)0(6)}2 = 0 or {(j){ab) - (p{b)(p{a)y = 0 must hold. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2.4, we have either {(piab) — (j){a)(p{b)}(j){ab — ba) = 0, or 
(/)(a6-6a){(/)(a6)—0(a)0(6)} = 0. Let us consider that {(j){ab)—(j){a)(f){b)](}){ab-ba) = 
0. Now since 0 is a Jordan homomorphism, we obtain 
(j){ab - ba) = 2(j){ab) — (f){ab + ba) 
= 24>{ab) - {(f){a)(f>{b) + (f>{b)(P{a)} 
= {cPiab) - cf>{a)cP{b)} + {(/)(a6) - </>(6)(/.(a)}. 
Now multiplying {4'{ab) — (f){a)(f){b)} from left, we obtain 
{(Piab) - (l){a)(f>{b)} 4>{ab - ba) = {(j){ab) - 0(a)(/)(6)} {0(a6) - (j){a)(l){b)} 
+{<P{ab) - </)(a)0(6)}{0(a6) - (A(6)0(a)}. 
Now using the hypothesis and Lemma 2.2.3. We get, {(f){ab) - 0(a)0(6)}^ = 0. 
Similarly, if (j){ab—ba){(j){ab)-(j){a)(j){b)} = 0, we obtain that {0(a6)—0(6)0(a)}^ = 0. 
For the convenience, we set 
a* = (p{ab) - (l){a)(f){b) and a^  = (f>{ab) — (j){b)(f){a). 
Lem.nia 2.2.6. Let ^ be a Jordan homomorphism of a ring R onto a 2-torsion free 
ring R '. Then for every a, b, c in R. 
(i) a''+'= = a'' + a", ab+c = flh + flc, 
(ii) (a + b)' = a' + b', {a + b)c = a, + be, 
(iii) a^ = -b", a^ = -ba, 
(iv) a^'' = 2a^ a2b = 2ab, 
(v) a"'' = —a'', a_i = —at. 
Lemma 2.2.7. Let 0 be a Jordan homomorphism from a ring R onto a prime ring 
R' of characteristic other than 2. Then for all a,b ^ R, 
[<P{a),m]=at-a', 
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and (f)[a, b] = at + a''. 
Proof. Consider 
a, - a» = {<P{ab) - mM) - {(^(a6) - cj){a)<i>{b)} 
= (/.(a6) - (l){b)(j){a) - (P{ab) + (l)[a)(j){b) 
= 0(a)0(6) - 0(6)(/)(a) 
Also, since a!' = -6", we find that 
06 + a'' = 06 - 6" = {(/)(a6) - (/)(6)(/)(a)} - {^{ba) - (j){b)(i){a)] 
= (/)(a6) - (^(6)0(a) - (/)(6a) + (t>{b)(j){a) 
= 0(a6 - 6a) 
= (t)[a,b\. 
Lemma 2.2.8. Let 0 be a Jordan homomorphism from a ring R onto a prime ring 
E! of characteristic other than 2. Then for all a,b,r E: R, 
(l){[a,b]r) = (j){r)a^ + ab(p{r), 
and (j>{r[a, b]) = aV(^) + (l>{T)ab. 
Proof. Consider 
(l>ir)a' + a,(f>{r) = 0(r){(^(a6) - 0(a),^(6)} + {0(a6) - 0(6)0(a)}0(r) 
= (^(r)^(a6) - <P{r)<t){a)(j){b) + ^[ab)^{r) - (j){b)(l)[a)(t){T) 
= (p{r{ab) + {ab)r} — 4>{rab + bar). 
Since 0 is a Jordan homomorphism, using (t){abc+cba) = (f){a)(l){b)4){c)+(j){c)(j){b)(j){a)), 
we get 
(f){r)a'' + ab(f){r) = (f){rab + abr — rab — bar) 
= (f)[abr — bar) 
= (f){{ab - ba)r} 
^4>i[a,b]r). 
Using similar arguments we obtain the other half of the lemma. 
Lemma 2.2.9. Let 0 be a Jordan homomorphism from a ring R onto a prime ring 
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E! of characteristic other than 2. Then for all a,b,r E R, 
ab(l){r)a^ + a''(t){r)ai, = 0. 
Proof. P'rom Lemma 2.2.8. 
(/)(r)a' + ab(/)(r) = 0(K6]r) (2.2.1) 
On multiplying this by a'' from the left, using a^ai, = 0 we get 
Q!'(j){r)a'' = a''(l){[a,b]r) (2.2.2) 
Also multiplying (2.2.1) from the right by a;, we get 
ab(J){r)ai, = (f){[a, b]r)ai, (2.2.3) 
In a''(f){r) + (j){r)ab = (j){r[a, b]) replace r by [a, b]r and use (2.2.2), (2.2.3) and Lemma 
2.2.8, to get a''(j){r)a'' + at,(/){r)ab = (/)[a,6]^(r)(/)[a, 6], On using Lemma 2.2.7, we get 
a''(j){r)a^ + ab(f){r)ab = {a'' + ab)(t){r){a'' + at) 
= a''(l){r)a^ + a''(t){r)ab + ab(f){r)a'' + ab<j){r)ab 
= 0. 
Lem.ma 2.2.10. Let i? be a prime ring such that [x^y]^ = 0 for every x,j/ G R. 
Then R is commutative (and is, therefore, free of nonzero divisors of zero). 
Proof. Linearize the given condition, to get 
[2;,?/][x,2:] + [x, z][2;,y] = 0 for all x,y,z^R. (2.2.4) 
This imphes that the two commutators with an element in common anti-commute. 
Then, by hypothesis and (2.2.4), we have, for x,y,z,t G R, [x,y][x,t[z,y]][x,y] — 0. 
This can be rewritten as, [x, y\ t [x, [z, y]] [x, y] + [x, y] [x, t] [z, y] [x, y] — 0, for all 
x,y,z,t G R. Now using hypothesis and (2.2.4) we get [x,y] t [x,[z,y]] [x,y] = 0, 
for all x,y,z,t G R. Since R is prime we have [x,y] = 0, for every x,y e R and 
our conclusion or we obtain for x,y,z G R, [x, [z, y]] [x, y] = 0. Interchanging x 
and y we obtain [y, [x, z]] [x, y] = 0 for all x,y,z G R . The Jacobi identity then 
gives [2;,[x,y]] [x,y] = 0, and in view of hypothesis we get [x,y]z[a;, y] = 0, for all 
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x,y,z 6 i?.. Since R is a prime, [x-,y] = 0 for every x,y G R, and hence R is 
commutative. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2.2. By Lemma 2.2.9 we have 
a„<P{r)a'' + a^(f){r)ab = 0. (2.2.5) 
Let us assume that {c^)'^ ^ 0 for some c,d ^ R. On multiplying (2.2.5) by c'^ (where 
a = c, b = d in (2.2.5)), we get {c'^)^(f){r)cd = 0, or {c'^fR'ca = 0. Since R ' is prime 
and {c'^y ^ 0, we find that Q = 0. 
Thus if (c*^ )^  y^ 0 we can conclude that Cd = 0. Now partial hnerizations of (2.2.5) 
and of a^'ttb = 0 are 
ab(j){r)a'' + a:,(f){r)a^ + a!'4>{r)ax + a''(j){r)ab = 0 (2.2.6) 
and a^G:, + a'^ab = 0. (2.2.7) 
Since {d^f ^ Q, Cd = 0 on putting a = c,b = d in (2.2.6) and (2.2.7) we get 
c,(/){ry + cU{r)c^ = 0 (2.2.8) 
c'^c^ = 0 (2.2.9) 
On multiplying (2.2.8) from the left by c'^ and using (2.2.9) we get {d^fRc^, = 0. 
Since R! is prime and [d^f ^ 0 we get c^  = 0. Thus, if {c'^fR'cd = 0 then c^  = 0 
for all X G R. Also {d'f = {-d^f 7^  0. Hence 4 = 0, for all 2: G R. Similarly if 
{cdf 7^  0 then c^  = 0 for all x 6 /?. 
We Unearize (2.2.6) on a to get 
aV(r)yx + a''(/'(r)y6 + yV('^)ax + y'"(t>{r)ab + ab(}){r)y'' + a^</)(r)y'' 
+ yb(p{''")0'^ + yx4'{T)a^ = 0 for every a, 6, r,x,y e R. (2.2.10) 
If {c'^f ^ 0 then C:, = 4 = 0 for all x e R. Putting a = c, 6 = d in (2.2.10) yields 
c'''^ W2/:r +'(/x</'(r)c'^  = 0 for all x,y e R. (2.2.11) 
Now from x'^Xy — 0, linearize on x, y to get 
x^w^^'w^x^^x^Wy\w'xy = ^. (2.2.12) 
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In (2.2,12) putting w = c,z = d we get, since Cr = ds = 0 for all r^s.d^Xy = 0. 
Multiply (2.2.11) by c^  to now get {c!^fR'y^ = (0) hence yx = 0 for all x,y e R. 
That is, (l){yx) = (j){x)(j)[y), which is to say that ' (/> ' is an anti-homomorphism. 
Similarly, if for some c, d, {cdf / 0 then ' 0 ' must be a homomorphism. 
We are left to consider the situation in which {x^Y = {Xyf — 0, for all x,y G 
R. But then, since [(/)(.x),(/)(y)] = .x^  - x'-^ , and Xj^ a;'^  = x^Xy ~ 0, we obtain 
[(f){x), 4){y)]'^ = 0 for all 0(x),0(j/) G /?/. But 0 is onto, from Lemma 2.2.10 we 
get R' is commutative and is therefore, free of nonzero divisors of zero. 
2.3. Jordan Homomorphisms onto Semiprime Rings 
In this section we discuss some results given by Bresar [28] on Jordan homo-
morphism onto semiprime rings. Suppose that R' contains ideals U' and V with 
null intersection. Let 9 : R —> U' be a homomorphism and ip : R —> V be an 
antihomomorphism. A mapping (j) = 6 + ip is a, so-called direct sum of mappings 6 
and il>. Obviously, 0 is a Jordan homomorphism. According to this construction we 
have seen that Herstein's result does not hold in semiprime rings. Moreover, Baxter 
and Martindale [14] showed by an example that a Jordan homomorphism (;i of a ring 
R onto a semiprime ring R' is not necessarily a direct sum of a homomorphism and 
an antihomomorphism. 
Example 2.3.1. Let A be the elements of constant term 0 in the free noncommu-
tative algebra in two generators x and y over a field F, and let * be an involution on 
A determined by x —> x* and y —)• y*. Let R = A ® A ® F, the ring obtained by 
adjoining an identity to the ring A® Ahy the usual process. Then R is semiprime 
and (j){a,b,X) = (a, 6*, A) defines a Jordan automorphism of R. We show that 0 
cannot be written as a sum di and a2, direct or not, where a^ : R —> R is a ho-
momorphism and a2 : R —> R is an antihomomorphism. Suppose to the contrary 
that 4) — ai + a2- The only nonzero idempotent in R is the identity 1 = (0,0,1). 
Noting that (/>(!), cri(l), and a2(l) must be idempotents we may conclude, without 
loss of generahty, that 0(1) = l,(7i(l) = l,a2(l) = 0. It follows that a2{R) = 0 and 
that 0 = (Ji, an obvious contradiction. 
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Further they proved that there always exists an essential ideal E of R such that 
the restriction of (p to E is a direct sum of a homomorphisin 9 : E —> R' and an 
antihomornorphisrn ^ : E —> R!. Bresar [24] extended this result by showing that 
E can be choosen so that it is a sum of ideals U and V of R such that 9 vanishes 
on V and ip vanishes on U. Even more, for each x & R we have (j){ux) — 4>{u)(t){x) 
for all ti G [/ and (i){vx) = (f){x)(j){v) for all v ^V. 
Theorem 2.3.1 ([24,Theorem 2.3]). Let 0 be a Jordan homomorphism of a ring 
R onto a 2-torsion free semiprime ring R!. Then there exist ideals U and V oi R 
such that for all x ^ R, (f){ux) = (j){u)(j){x) for all u ef/ and (l){vx) = 0(2;)0(u) for all 
V eV. The ideal f/ + V is an essential ideal o( R, UCiV = Kercf), < (^u) and (f){v) are 
ideals of R ', (j){U)fl</)(!/) = 0, and (l){U)90(7) is an essential ideal oiR'. Further, 
if [/ = Ker(f), then 0 is an antihomomorphism, and V = KeT(j) if and only if 0 is a 
homomorphism. 
In order to develop the proof of the above theorem; we begin with the following 
lemmas: 
Lemma 2.3.1.(i) Let i? be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring. If a, 6 G i? are such 
that axh + hxa = 0 for all x G i? then axh ~ bxa = 0 for all x £ R. 
{a) If R is an arbitrary semiprime ring satisfying axh + hxa — 0 for all x E R, then 
axb -= 0 for all x E R. Moreover, hxa = ab = ba = 0 too. 
Proof, {i) Let x and y be arbitrary elements from R. Since axb + bxa — 0 for all 
X G R. Then we get axb = —bxa. 
Consider, {axb)y{axb) = —{bxa)y{axh) 
= —{hxaya)xb 
= —{b{xay)a)xh 
= ax{ayb)xh 
— —axbyaxb, 
which yields 2{axb)y{axh) = 0, for all x,y E R. Since R is 2-torsion free semiprime 
ring, we have axh = 0, for all x E R. 
[a) Suppose that R is an arbitrary semiprime ring and axb = 0 for all x E R. Then 
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for all x,y E R we have {bxa)y{bxa) = bx{ayb)xa = 0, 
{ab)x{ab) = a{bxa)b ~ 0, also {ba)x{ba) = b{axb)a = 0. Since R is semiprime we 
conclude bxa — ab = ba = 0. 
Lemma 2.3.2. Let Gi,G2,---,Gn be additive groups and R be a semiprime ring. 
Suppose that mappings S : G[xG2X---xGn—^ R and T : GixG2'.<...xGn—>R are 
additive in each argument. If 5(ai,a2, .••,an)xT{ai,a2,..., a„) = 0 for all x E R, ai E 
G, i = 1,2, ...,n then 5(ai,a2, ...,a„)xT(6i,62, •••,^ n) ~ 0 for all x G i?, aj,6j G G, 
'1 = 1,2, ...,n. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the case n = 1. Linearizing S{a)xT{a) = 0 we obtain 
S{a) X T{b) + S{b) X T{a) = 0. But then 
(5(a) X T{b)) y (5(a) x T{b)) = -S{a){xT{a)yS{b)x)T{b) = 0 
by the assumption. Hence S{a)xT{b) = 0 by the semiprimeness of R. 
Lemma 2.3.3. Let <^  be a Jordan homomorphism of a ring R into a 2-torsion free 
semiprime ring R '. Then a''(j){x)ab + ab(f){x)a}' = 0 for all a,b,x E R. 
Proof. Consider, 
W = (p[abxba + baxab) = (p[abxab) + (j){baxba) (since 0 is additive). 
Also, W = (t){abxba + baxab) = (j)(a) (j)(bxb) 4>{a) + (l)(b) (l){axa) (}){b). A linearization 
of (f){aba) = (f){a)(j){b)(^{a) gives (f)(abc + cba) = (l){a)(f){b)(j){c) + (j){c)(l){b)<p{a). 
According to this relation we get, 
W = (f){{ab)x{ba) + iba)x{ab)) = 4>{ab)(t){x)^{ba) + (t>{ba)(j){x)(j){ab). 
Comparing the two expressions so obtained for W and using a^ = —6". We get the 
result. 
Corollary 2.3.1. Let (/) be a Jordan homomorphism of a ring R onto a 2-torsion 
free semiprime ring R '. Then a^x'cd = 0 for all a,b,c,de R, x' G R'. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1. Let V^ be the ideal of R' generated by the set 
{a*" I a,5 G R} and let U' = Ann{Vl), V = Ann{U'). By the Corollary 2.3.1 and 
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Lemma 2.3.1, we get {ai, \ a,b e R} C U' and {a'' \ a,b e R} C V. Now we set 
U = (t)'\U') and V = (f)-\V'). Given ueU, for all y e R, x' G R'. We then have 
u'-'x'uy = uyx'{uy-Uy) = uyx'{<p{y)^{u)-(l){u)(t){y)) - M'''x-Xy)(^(«)-n%'<^(w)(/)(?y). 
Since 0(u) G U', vyx'uP — 0. Hence u^ = 0, by the semiprimeness of R '. That is 
(t){uy) — (p{u)(f){y) for all u e [/, y £ R. This relation also implies that U is an ideal 
of R. Similarly one proves that (f){vy) = (piy)4>{v) for all v G V, y iz R and therefore 
K is an ideal of R. Of course, (j){U) = i7' and (p{V) = F ' are ideals of R '. Whenever 
U' is an ideal in a semiprime R ' we have U' © ^ nn((7') is an essential ideal of R '. 
It is obvious that Ker</) dU^V. Conversely, (/)(f/ n V) C (]){U) fl (^(y) = 0 and 
therefore U r\V =Ker(/). Our next purpose is to show that [/ + V^  is an essential 
ideal of R. Suppose that ([/ + F) fl / = 0 for some ideal / of R, then [// = 1// = 0 
which yields t/V(/) - 0(7)^' = 0. Thus (/>(/) C Ann{U') n Ann(y') - 0 and hence 
I C Ker(f) = [/ n y. But / = 0. 
Suppose that f/ = ker(j). In this case [/' = 0 and therefore (;!!i is an antihomo-
morphism, since {a^ \ a,b d R} C U'. Finally, 9!) is a homomorphism if and only if 
K' = 0, i.e., if and only if V = Ann{Ann{Vi)) = 0, i.e., if and only if F = Ker(j). 
Hence the proof of the theorem is complete. 
2.4. Jo rdan Triple Homomorphisms on Rings 
An additive mapping 0 of a ring R into a ring R! is a Jordan homomorphism 
if 0(a6 + ha) = (f){a)4>{b) + (j){b)(p{a) for all a, 6 G /?. It is easy to see that if 0 is a 
Jordan homomorphism from a ring R into a 2-torsion free ring R! then </> satisfies 
(t){aba) = (p{a)(l){b)(f){a) for all a,b E: R. Inspired by this observation Bresar [24] 
defined Jordan triple homomorphism as follows: 
An additive mapping 0 of a ring R into a ring R' is said to be Jordan triple homomor-
phism if (p{aba) = (f){a)(f){h)(j){a) for all a,b G R. 
An easy computation shows that every Jordan homomorphism is also a Jordan 
triple homomorphism, but not conversely. Bresar [24], explored this problem and 
proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4.1 ([24,Theorem 3.3]). Let (/> be a Jordan triple homomorphism of a 
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ring R onto a prime ring R of characteristic not 2. Then 0 = ±ip, where tp \s a, 
homoniorphism or an antihoinomorphism of R onto R!. 
Let 4> he any Jordan homornorphism. We shall write 
S{a, b, c) = (j){abc) - (l){a)(f){b)(P{c), 
T{a, b, c) = (p{abc) - (p{c)(f){b)(/){a) 
and note that T{a, b, a) — S{a, b, a) = 0, hence S{a, b, c) + S{c, b, a) = 0, T{a, b, c) + 
T{c, b, a) = 0. We begin this with a result which is analogous to Lemma 2.3.L 
Lemma 2.4.1. Let 0 be a Jordan triple hoinomorphism of a ring R onto a ring R'. 
Then S{a, b, c)(j){x)T{a, b, c) + T{a, b, c)(p{x)S{a, 6, c) = 0 for all a, b,c,x e R. 
Proof. In a similar fashion as in the proof of Lemma 2.3.3 we compute, 
W — (f){abcxcba + cbaxabc) in two ways. On the one hand we have, 
W = <f>{a)ct)ib)<P{c)<j)ix)(f>{c)<l>{b)4>{a) + (f>ic)<P{b)(t>{a)ct>{x)^{a)(l){b)cf>{c) 
and on the other hand W — (p{abc)(p{x)(p{cba) + (j){cba)(j)[x)(l){abc). Comparing two 
expressions so obtained for W and using (p{abc + cba) = (f){a)(f){b)(p{c) + (f){c)(f>{b)(p{a) 
we obtain the assertion of the lemma. 
In view of Lemmas 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.4.1, we arrive at the following corollary: 
Corollary 2.4.1. Let 0 be a Jordan triple homornorphism of a ring R onto a 2-
torsion free semiprime ring R '. Then 5'(ai,a2,a3)xT(6i,62,^3) = 0 for all x' G R', 
ai.bi G R, i = 1,2,3. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4.1. Since R' is prime it follows immediately from Corollary 
2.4.1 that either 5(01,02,03) = 0 for all 01,02,03 € /? or T(ai,a2,a3) = 0 for all 
oi,02,03 € R. In the first case we have (/)(o6c) = (j)[a)4){b)4>[c) for £ill a,b,c e R and 
therefore (j){a{bxa)b) = (j){a)(l){bxa)(j){b) = (f){a)(j){b)(j){x)(j){a)(j){b). But on the other 
hand (l){{ab)x{ab)) = (j){ab)4){x)^{ab). Comparing the two expressions so obtained 
for 0(a6xa6) we obtain 
(0(o6)--0(o)0(6))0(x)(0(o6)+0(a)0(5))+(0(o6)+(/)(a)0(6))0(x)(0(o6)-0(a)0(6)) = O. 
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Since (p is onto it follows again from Lemma 2.3.1 and Lemma 2.3.2 that either 
(j){ab) = (f){a)(f){b) for all a,b e R oi (j){ab) = —(j){a)(p{b) for all a,b G R. Thus (f) \s d. 
homomorphism or a negative of a homomorphism. 
Let i?, R! be semisimple rings with unit elements and 0 be a Jordan triple ho-
momorphism of a ring R onto R ' which preserves units. LKapIansky [56] proved 
that if c is in the centre of R then (/)(c) is in the centre of K and in this case 
0(cx) = (j){c)(j){x) for all X e i? ([56,Theorem 1]). Next theorem is an extension of 
Kaplansky's result. It will be a simple consequence of Corollary 2.4.L 
Theorem 2.4.2 ([24,Theorem 3.4]). Let (/> be a Jordan homomorphism of a ring R 
onto a 2-torsion free semiprime ring R'. Then 
(i) If a, 6 G J? commute then (f){a), (j){b) commute. In particular, ii ab = ba = 0 
then (j){a)(j){b) = (i){b)(j){a) = 0. 
(ii) If R has a unit element 1 and if a,b E R commute, then (f){ab) = (j){l)(j){a)(f){b). 
Moreover, if a € -R is invertible then 0(a) is invertible and 4'{a''^) = 0(a)"-^. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.4.1, S{a,b,c)x'T{c,b,a) = 0 for arbitrary a,b,ce R,x' e R'. 
That is 
{(p{abc) - (l){a)(t>{b)(j){c))x'{<p{cba) - (j)(a)(l>{b)(l>{c)) = 0. (2.4.1) 
(i) Now let a,b G R commute and put c ~ b in (2.4.1). Since b'^a = ab'^ we 
have {(t){ab^) - (t>{a)(f){bf)x'{4>{ab'^) - (}){a)4>{bf) = 0 and so 4>{ab'^) = (j){a)(i){bf 
by the semiprimeness of R '. But on the other hand (j){ab'^) = (j){bab) = 
(j){b)(l){a)4){b). Thus {(p{a)(l){bY - (i)[b)^{a))(f){b) = 0. Similarly, one proves that 
(0(a)0(5)2 - (j){b)4>{a))4){a) = 0. Therefore 
((/)(a)0(6) - (l>m[a)f = 0. (2.4.2) 
Now compute (l){a)(j)[b)(}){x) + <t){x)(j)[b)^[a) = (j){abx + xba) = (j)[hax + xab) — 
(l)(b)(f){a)(l){x)+(j){x)ct){a)(j){b). Hence (0(a)0(5)-0(6)(/)(a))0(a;) = (l>[x){(j){a)4>{b)-
(j){b)(j){a)) for all XER. That is, (j){a)(j){b) - (j){b)(j){a) is in the center of R'. Ob-
viously, the center of a semiprime ring does not contain any nonzero nilpotents 
and so by (2.4.2) it follows immediately that (j){a)(j){b) = (/>(6)0(a). 
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Now suppose that ab == ba = 0. Then 0 = (j)[abxba) = (l)[a)(j){h)(t)[x)(j){b)<j){a) 
for all X G R and since (p{a)(p{b) = (p{b)(f){a), we have (f){a)(f){b)(f){x)(f){a)(p{b) = 
0. But then (j){a)(l){b) = 0, since R ' is semiprime. The proof of (i) is thus 
completed. 
(ii) Suppose that R has the identity element 1. Take a,b & R which commute. 
Writing 1 instead of c in (2.4.1) we obtain ((/)(a6) - (l>{a)(l){b)(f){l))x'{(f){ba) -
(/)(a)(/)(6)(/)(l)) = 0. Hence (p{ab) = (/)(a)0(6)0(l). By (i), (f)(1) is in the center 
of R ' and so (j){ab) = 0(l)0(a)0(6). In particular, if ab — ba = 1, then 
0(1) = 0(l)0(a)(j6(6). Since <^(l)V(a) = 0(l)(/>(a)<?:)(l) = 0(lal) = (j){a), we 
see that (/'(l)^ is a unit element of R ' and therefore 0(6) = 4>{a)~^. The proof 
of the theorem is thus completed. 
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CHAPTER 3 
JORDAN DERIVATION IN RINGS AND 
ITS GENERALIZATIONS 
3.1. Introduction 
The present chapter deals with the study of Jordan derivation and generalized 
Jordan derivation in rings. An additive mapping d : R —> R is called a Jordan 
derivation if d{a^) = d{a)a + ad{a) holds for all a & R. It is easy to see that every 
derivation is Jordan derivation but not conversely. Many algebraists studied Jor-
dan derivation in rings and obtained the conditions under which Jordan derivation 
becomes a derivation. The present chapter is based on works done by Bresar [23], 
Ashraf et. al. [8], Lanski [57], etc. 
A well-known theorem due to Herstein [42] states that every Jordan derivation 
on a 2-torsion free prime ring is a derivation. The main purpose of Section 3.2 
is to discuss a generalization of Herstein's result which states that every Jordan 
derivation on a 2-torsion free semiprime ring is a derivation. Following Bresar [23], 
an additive mapping F : R —)• R is said to be a generalized derivation (resp. 
generalized Jordan derivation) if there exists a derivation d : R —> R such that 
F{xy) = F{x)y + xd{y) (resp. F(x^) = F{x)x -f- xd{x)) holds for all x,y €: R. 
Obviously, every generalized derivation is a generalized Jordan derivation but there 
exist generalized Jordan derivations which are not generalized derivation. 
Section 3.3 is devoted to study the condition on a ring R under which every 
generalized Jordan derivation on i? is a generalized derivation on R. Section 3.4 
deals with generalized Jordan derivations and nth power maps in rings. Some recent 
results obtained by Lanski [57], on n-th power maps are given which extend the result 
obtained by Ashraf et. al. in [5]. 
3.2. Jordan Derivations in Rings 
Let R he a ring. An additive mapping d : R —> R is said to be a Jordan 
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derivation if d{a o b) = d{a) o b + ao d{b), holds for all a,b e R. Also, if R is 
2-torsion free then the above condition reduces to d{a'^) = d{a)a + ad{a). It is also 
straight forward to see that every derivation on a ring is a Jordan derivation, but 
the converse need not be true in general. 
Example 3.2.1. Let i? be a ring and a e R such that xax = 0 for all x e R. But 
xay ^- 0 for some y ^ x 'm. R. Define a map d : R —)• R by d{x) — ax. Then it is 
very easy to see that d is a Jordan derivation on R but not a derivation on R. 
Example 3.2.2. Let Z2[x,y] be the polynomial ring over Z2 in two indeterminants 
coefficients x and y. Define d : Z2[x,y] —> 'L-^x,y\ by 
\ d(xV) = 0, foral l (2, j )7^(0, l ) ,z , j6N 
Then, ( II IIL II IIL \ 
i=0 i=0 fc=0 s=0 ^ 
= aoofloi + floifioo = SaooGoi = 0. 
On the other hand, since Z2[x, y] is commutative ring of characteristic two, 
d{;p)p + pd{p) = 2pd{p) = 0. 
Therefore, d is a Jordan derivation. But 
0 = d{xy) 7^  d{x)y + xd[y) = x, 
hence, d is not a derivation. 
In the year 1957,1.N.Herstein [42] obtained the condition under which a Jordan 
derivation becomes a derivation. In fact, Herstein proved the following: 
Theorem 3.2.1 ([44,Theorem 3.3]). If it! is a prime ring of characteristic different 
from 2 then every Jordan derivation of i? is a derivation of R. 
The above result was further extended to semiprime ring by Bresar [23]. 
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Theorem 3.2.2 ([23,Theorem l]). Let J? be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring and let 
d : R -¥ Rhe a Jordan derivation. In this case, d is a derivation. 
For developing the proof of Theorem 3.2.2, we need several lemmas: 
Lemma 3.2.1. Let R he a. 2-torsion free ring and let d : R —)-R be a Jordan 
derivation. Then for all a,b,c £ R the following statements hold: 
(i) d{ab + ba) = d{a)b + ad{b) + d{b)a + bd{a), 
[a) d{aba) = d{a)ba + ad[b)a + abd{a), 
{in) d{abc + cba) = d{a)bc + ad{b)c + abd{c) + d{c)ba + cd{b)a + cbd{a). 
Proof. 
(i) d{{a + bf} = d{a + b){a + b) + {a + 6)d(a + b) 
= {d{a) + dib)){a + b) + {a + b){d{a) + c/(6)) 
= d{a)a + d{a)b + d{b)a + d{b)b + ad{a) + ad{b) + bd{a) + bd{b). 
Also, d{{a + 6)2} = d{a^ + ab + ba + 6^ ) 
= d{a^) + d{ab + 6a) + ^(6^) 
= d{a)a + ad{a) + d{ab + ba) + d{b)b + bd{b). 
On comparing both the results and using the fact that R is 2-torsion free, we 
get d{ab + 6a) = d{a)b + ad{b) + d{b)a + bd{a). 
(ii) Replacing 6 by a6 -f 6a in (i), we get, 
d{a(a6+6a)-|-(a6-F6a)a} = (i(a)(a6+6a)-Ha(i(a6-t-6a)-l-(i(a6-f-6a)a-|-(a6-|-6a)(i(a) 
= d{a(a6+6a)-l-(a6+6a)a} = dla^b+aba+aba+ba^) 
= d{a^)b + {a^)d{b) + 2d{aba) + d{b){a^) + bd{a^). 
On comparing both the results and using the fact that R is 2-torsion free, we 
get the required result. 
[iii) Linearizing (ii) by replacing a by a -|- c, we. get the required result. 
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Now for the sake of convenience we write a^ = d{ab) — d{a)b — ad{b). 
Lemma 3.2.2. Let R he a. 2-torsion free ring and let d : i? —)• i? be a Jordan 
derivation. Then for ah a,b,ce R, 0*+" ^ a''+ a'' and (a + bf = a" + ¥. 
Proof. 0!'+" = d{a{b + c)} - d{a){b + c) - ad{b + c) 
= d{ab + ac) — d{a)b — d{a)c - ad{b) — ad{c) 
= d{ab) - d{a)b - ad{b) + d{ac) — d{a)c - ad{c) 
= a'' + a'. (3.2.1) 
Similarly we can prove 
{a + by = a' + b\ (3.2.2) 
Lemma 3.2.3. Let i? be a 2-torsion free ring and let li : i? —)• i? be a Jordan 
derivation. Then for all a,b,c E R, 
a^x[a,b] + [a,b]xa'' = 0 (3.2.3) 
Proof. Consider W — d{abxba + baxab). Using Lemma 3.2.1(i) we obtain, 
W = d{a{bxb)a) + d{b{axa)b) 
= d{a)bxba + ad{bxb)a + abxbd{a) + d{b)axab -f bd{axa)b 
= d{a)bxba + ad{b)xba + abd{x)ba + abxd{b)a + abxbd{a) + d{b)axab 
+bd{a)xab + baxad{b) + bad(x)ab + baxd{a)b + baxad{b). 
On the other hand, according to Lemma 3.2.1(iii) we see that 
W = d{{ab)x{ba) + {ba)x{ab)) 
= d{ab)xba + abd{x)ba + abxd{ba) + d{ba)xab + bad{x)ab 
-\rbaxd[ab). 
By comparing the above two expressions and using Lemma 3.2.1(1), we obtain 
a''a:[a,6] + [a,6].xa'' = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.2. Our aim is to show that a** = 0 for all a,b e R. From 
Lemmas 3.2.3 and 2.3.1, it follows that 
a''x[a.b] = 0 for all a,b,xe R. (3.2.4) 
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According to (3.2.1) a linearization of (3.2.4), with regard to b gives a''x[a,c] 
+a'^x\a, b] — 0. Using this relation and (3.2.4) we obtain 
{ii'x\a,c\)]j[(i'x\a,c}\) — —(^x\a,c\ya'^x\a,b\ 
= 0 for all a,b,c,x,y E R. 
Since R is semipriine, we have 
a''x[a,c] = 0 for all a,b,c,x,e R. (3.2.5) 
A linearization of (3.2.5) gives a''x[d,c] + d''x[a,c] = 0. Hence by (3.2.5) we get 
{a''x[d,c])y{a''x[d,c]) = -a^x[d,c]tjd^x[a,c] = 0. Thus 
a''x[d,c] = 0 for all a,b,c,d,x E R. (3.2.6) 
In particular, [a**, c]x[a^, c] = (a^c - ca'')x-[a'', c] = a^{cx)[a'', c] — ca''(x)[a'', c] = 0 for 
all a, 6, c, X G R. Using again the fact that R is semiprime we may conclude that 
[a'', c] = 0 for all a,b,c € R. In other words, we have proved that a* G Z{R) for all 
pairs a,b E R. Using (3.2.6) we obtain {a''[d,c])x{a''[d,c]) = 0, hence 
a''[d,c] = Q for all a,b,c,dER. (3.2.7) 
According to (3.2.2) we have 
2(a^)2 = a^(a''-6'^) = a\d{ab)-d{ba) + [d{b),a] + [b,d{a)]). By (3.2.7), a''[(i(6),a] = 0 
and a''[b,d{a)] = 0, and hence the relation above reduces to 
2(0 )^2 =:a''(i[o, 6] (3.2.8). 
By (3.2.7), a'^la.b] = 0, Since a'' € Z{R), we have a^b] + [a,b]a'' = 0. Hence, 
according to Lemma 3.2.1(i), one obtains that 
d{a'')[a,b] + a''d[a,b] + d[a,b]a^ + [a,b]d{a'') = 0. By comparing this relation with 
(3.2.8) and using the fact a!' E Z{R) we arrive at 
A{a^f + d{a%, b] + [a, b]d{a'') = 0, (3.2.9) 
where a and b are arbitrary elements from R. If we multiply (3.2.9) by a'' we obtain 
A{a^f = 0 for ah a,b e R, since (3.2.7) holds. Hence, we have {a^f = 0. But 
since the centre of a semiprime ring does not contain any nonzero nilpotents, we can 
conclude that o* = 0 for all a, 5 G H. 
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3.3. Generalized Jordan Derivations in Rings 
Following Bresar [23] an additive mapping F : R —> R is called a generalized deri-
vation (resp. generalized Jordan derivation) if there exists a derivation d : R —^ 
R such that F{xy) — F{x)y + xd{y) (resp. F{x'^) ~ F{x)x + xd{x)) holds for all 
x,y G R). Clearly, every generalized derivation on a ring is a generahzed Jordan 
derivation. But the converse statement does not hold in general. It is shown in [1] 
that if i? is a ring with a commutator which is not a divisor of zero, then every 
generalized Jordan derivation on i? is a generahzed derivation. Ashraf et. al. [9] 
obtained another set of conditions on a ring R under which every generalized Jordan 
derivation on i? is a generalized derivation. 
Theorem 3.3.1 ([9,Theorem]). Let i? be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U be 
a nonzero Lie ideal of R such that u^ € U, for all u E. U. If F is an additive 
mapping of R into itself satisfying F{v}) = F{u)u + ud{u) for all u e U, then 
F{uv) = F{u)v + ud{v), for all u,v eU. 
Corollary 3.3.1. Let R. be a prime ring of characteristic different from two and 
F : R. —> Rbe a Jordan generahzed derivation. Then F is a generalized derivation. 
The following example shows that the primeness is neccessary in the hypothesis 
of the above theorem. 
Example 3.3.1([9,Example]). Let S be a ring such that the square of each ele-
ment in S is zero, but the product of some elements in S is non zero. Next, let 
i ? = i j ^ y \ x,y e si. Define a map F : R —> R such that F i ^ n ) ^ 
f . Then with d = 0 and U = R,it can be easily seen that F(r'^) = F{r)r = 
F{r)s - 0 for all r,s e R but F{rs) ^ 0 for some r,s G i?. 
Inspired by the definition of (a, T)-derivation and generalized derivation, the 
notion of generalized (a, r)-derivation was introduced in [10] as follows: 
Definition 3.3.1. Let a, r be endomorphism of R and let S be a nonempty subset 
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of R. An additive mapping F : R —)• R is called a generalized {a, r) - derivation 
(resp. generalized Jordan {a, r) — derivation) on S if there exists a (a, r)-
derivation d : R —> R such that F{xy) = F{x)a{y) + T{x)d{y) (resp. F(x^) = 
F{x)a{x) + r(x)(i(,x)), holds for all x,y e S. 
It IS obvious to see that every generalized (a, r)-derivation on R is a generalized 
Jordan (a, T)-derivation on R but not conversely. Ashraf together with Wafa [10] 
obtained a more general result: 
Theorem 3.3.2. If J? is a 2-torsion free non-commutative prime ring and if F : 
R —> i? is a generalized Jordan derivation, then i^ is a generalized derivation on 
R. 
Further, Ashraf et.al. [5] extended the above result on Lie ideals. 
Theorem 3.3.3 ([5,Theorem 2.1]). Let Rhe a. 2-torsion free prime ring and U a 
non-commutative Lie ideal of R such that u'^ 6 U, for all u £ U. Suppose that a,T 
are endomorphisms of R. such that a is one-one, onto and d is a {a, T)-derivation 
of R. U F : R —> R is a. generalized Jordan [a, r)-derivation on [/, then F is a 
generalized (a, r)-derivation on U. 
Following Herstein [44], we introduce the abbreviation x^ = F{xy) — F{x)a{y) — 
T{x)d{y). Since F,a,r and d are additive, for any x,y,z e Rwe have x^ "^ ^ = x^ + x^ 
and (.X + yY = x^ -f-y .^ 
The following lemmas are required for developing the proof of the above theorem. 
Lemma 3.3.1. Let R is a 2-torsion free ring and [/ be a Lie ideal of R such that 
u^ e [/, for all li € (7. Suppose that a,T are endomorphism. of R and d is a (cr,T)-
derivation oi R. li F : R —)• R is an additive mapping satisfying 
F{u^) = F{u)a{u) + T{u)d{u), for all u eU, then the following hold: 
{i) F{uv + vu) = F{u)a{v) + T{u)d{v) + F{v)a{u) + T{v)d{u), for all u,v eU. 
(a) F{uvu) = F{u)a{vu) + T{uv)d{u) + T{u)d{v)a{u), for all u,v eU. 
{in) F{uvw+wvu) = F{u)a{vw)+F{w)a{vu)+T{uv)d{w)+T{wv)d{u)+T{u)d{v)a{w) 
+T{w)d{v)a{u), for all u,v,w G U. 
(vu) u"[a(u),a{v)] = 0, for all u,v eU. 
{v) u'"a{w)[a{u),a{v)] = 0, for all u,v,w E U. 
Proof. Since u^ E U for all u E U, we find that uv + vu ^ {u + vY — u^ — v'^ G U. 
(?;) For any u, v e U, F{uv + vu) = F[{u + vf) - F{u^) - F{v^) 
= F{u)a{v) + T{u)d{v) + F{v)a{u) + T{v)d{u). 
[ii) For any u,v E U, replacing v hy uv + vu in (i), we get 
F{u{uv + vu) + (uv + vu)u) ~ F{u)a{uv + vu) + T{u)d{uv + vu) 
+F{uv + vu)a{u) + r{uv + vu)d{u). 
Since d : R —> R is a. {a, r)-derivation. 
We obtain d{uv + vu) = d{u)a{v) + r{u)d{y) + d{v)a{u) + r{v)d(u), for all 
u,v E U. And hence, 
F{u{uv+vu)+{uv+vu)u) = F{u)a{uv)-{-2F{u)a{vu)+F{v)a{u'^)+2T{u)d{v)o{u) 
+T{v)d{u)a{u) + T{u)d{u)a{v) + T{u^)d{v) 
+2T{uv)d{u)+T{vu)d{u). (3.3.1) 
Also, F{u{uv + vu) + {uv + vu)u) — F{u^v + vu^) + 2F{uvu) 
= F{u)a{uv) + T{u)d{u)a{v) + F{v)a{u'^) 
+T{v)d{u)a{u) + T{vu)d{u) + r{u'^)d{v) 
+2F{uvu). (3.3.2) 
Comparing (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) and using the fact that charR ^ 2, we obtain 
the required result. 
{in) Replace u hy u + w in (ii), to get 
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F{{u + w)v{u + w)) = F{u + w)a{vu + vw) + r{uv + wv)d{u + w) 
+T{U + w)d{v)a{u + w), 
F{{u-\-w)v{u+w)) — F{uvu)+F{wvw)+F{u)a{vu)+T{uv)d{w)+T{u)d{v)a{w) 
+F{w)a(vu)-{-T{iuv)d{u)+T(w)d{v)a{u), (3.3.3) 
for all u, V E U. On the other hand, we have 
F{{u + w)v{u + w)) = F{uvu) + F{wvw) + F{uv'w+ ujvu), for all U,VEU. 
(3.3.4) 
On comparing (3.3.3) and (3.3.4), we get (iii). 
(iv) For any u,v E U,uv + vu and uv — vu both are in U and hence 2uv G U, for 
all u, V E: U. Since R is 2-torsion free, our hypothesis yields that 
F{{uv)'^) = F{uv)a{uv) + T{uv)d{uv), for all u,v E. U. Replacing w by 2uv in 
(iii), and using the fact that R is 2-torsion free, we find that 
F{uv[uv) + uv{uv)) = F{u)a{vuv) + F{uv)a{vu) + T{uv)d{uv) 
+T{uv'^)d{u)+T{u)d{v)a{uv)+T{uv)d{v)a{u), for allu,v eU. (3.3.5) 
On the other hand, 
F{uv{uv) + uv{uv)) = F{{uvy) + F[uv'^u) 
= F{uv)a{uv) + T{uv)d{uv) + F{u)a{v'^u) 
+T{uv'^)d{u) + T{u)d{v)a{vu) 
+T{uv)d{v)a{u). fova\lu,veU. (3.3.6) 
Comparing (3.3.5) and (3.3.6), we get the required result. 
{v) From (iii), we have 
F{{uv)w{vu) + {vu)'w{uv)) — F{uv)a{wvu) + F{vu)a[wuv) + T[uvw)d[v)T{u) 
+T{uvwv)d{u)+T{vuw)d{u)a{v)+T{vuwu)d{v) 
+T{uv)d{w)a{vu)+T{vu)d{w)T{uv). (3.3.7) 
On the other hand, we have 
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F{{uv)w{vu) + {vu)w{uv)) = F{u{vwv)u) + F{v{uwu)v) 
= F{U)T{VWVU) + T{uvwv)d{u) + r{u)d{vwv)u{u) 
+F{v)a{uwuv) + T{vuwu)d{v) 
+T{v)d{uwu)a{v). (3.3.8) 
Further, since 2uw e U, for all u,w G U, we find that iuwu G f/, for all 
u,w E U and hence 
d{Auwu) = 4(i(ti(tyu)) = 4{(i(u)cr('«;u) + r{u)d{w)o{u) + r(ui(;)(i(u)}, 
for all u,w e U. Since, i? is 2-torsion free, we have 
d{uwu) = d{u)a{wu) + r{u)d{'w)o{u) + T{uw)d{u), for all u,w ^ U. 
Hence, the relation (3.3.8) reduces to 
F{{uv)w{vu) + {vu)w{uv)) = F{u)a{vwvu) + T{uvwv)d{u) +T{u)d{v)a{wvu) 
+T{uvw)d{v)a{u)+T{uv)d{w)a{vu)+F{v)a{uwuv) 
+T{vuwu)d{v)+T{v)d{u)a{nmv)+T{vuw)d{u)a{v) 
+T{vu)d{w)a{uv), (3.3.9) 
for all u,v,'w £ U. Notice that in view of (i), x^ = —y^, and hence combining 
(3.3.7) and (3.3.9), we get the required result. 
We are now well-equipped to prove our main result. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.3. By Lemma 3.3.1(v), we have u"a{w)[a{u),a{v)] = 0, 
for all u,v,w E U. This yields that a~^{u")U[u,v\ — 0, for all u,v E U and hence by 
Lemma 1.3.8, we find that for each pair u,v E U either a'"^{u") = 0 or [u,v] = 0. 
This imphes that u" = 0 or [u, v] = 0, for all u,v EU. Now, for each u£U,we put 
f/i = {u e f/ I u^ = 0} and t/2 = (u G [/ I [u, v] = 0}. Clearly, both Ui and U2 are 
additive subgroups of U whose union is U. By Braur's trick, we have either U = Ui 
01 U = 1/2. By using similar procedure we can see that either U = {u E U \ U = Ui} 
or U = {u eU \U - U2} that is either u" = 0, for all u,v e U or [u, v] = 0, for all 
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u,v ^U. If u}' 7^  0, then [u, v] = 0, for all u,v ^ U, a contradiction. This completes 
the proof of our theorem. 
Corollary 3.3.2. Let i? be a 2-torsion free non-commutative prime ring and let 
F : R —> R he a generahzed Jordan derivation on R. Then F is a generalized 
derivation on R,. 
If [/ is a commutative Lie ideal of R, then the above result is true for a = T. 
Theorem 3.3.4 ([5,Theorem 2.2]). Let i? be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U a 
non-zero commutative Lie ideal of R such that u^ £ [/, for all u G (7. Suppose that 
a is an endomorphism of R and d is a {a, T)-derivation of i?. li F : R —> R is a 
g;eneralized Jordan {a, (j)-derivation on U, then i^ is a generahzed {a, cr)-derivation 
onU. 
Proof. Since U is a commutative Lie ideal of R, i.e., [u, v] = 0, for all u,v E:U. By 
Lemma L3.10, we find that U C Z. Now, by Lemma 3.3.1 (ui), we have 
T{vuwu)d{v)+F{uvw+wvu) = F{u)a{vw)+F{'w)a{vu)+T{uv)d{'w)+T{wv)d{u) 
+T{u)d{v)a(w)+T{w)d(v)a{u), (3.3.10) 
for ah u,v,w E U, for aU u,v,w E U. 
Since v? £U for all u e U, v^e find that uv + vu E U for all u,v E U. This yields 
that 2uv E U, for all u,v E U. As the ideal U is commutative in view of Lemma 
3.3.l(i) we have 
2F{uvw + wvu) = F{{2uv)'w + 'w{2uv)) 
= F{2uv)a{w) + 2a{uv)d{w) + 2F{W)T{UV) + T{w)d{2uv) 
= 2{F(uv)a(w) + a{u)a{v)d{w) + F{w)a{u)a{v) + a{w)d{u)a{v) 
+a{w)a{u)d{v)}, for all u,v,w E U. 
This shows that 
Fiuvw + wvu) = F{uv)a{w) + a{u)a{v)d{w) + F{w)a{u)a{v) 
+a{w)d{u)a{v)+a{w)a{u)d{v), for all u,v,w E U. (3.3.11) 
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Combining (3.3.10) and (3.3.11) and using the fact that uv ~ vu, we obtain 
u^aiw) = 0, for aU u,v,w G U. (3.3.12) 
Since a is an automorphism and w is central, we find that a{w) is central. But 
central elements in a prime ring are not zero divisors and thus the equation (3.3.12) 
implies that u" = 0, for all u,v E U. Hence we get the required result. 
Corollary 3.3.3. Let Rhe a 2-torsion free prime ring and let F : R —> i? be a 
generalized Jordan derivation on R. Then i^ is a generalized derivation on R. 
If the underlying ring is arbitrary then Ashraf et al. [5], obtained the following 
result: 
Theorem 3.3.5 ([5,Theorem 2.3]). Let i? be a 2-torsion free ring and [/ be a Lie 
ideal of R such that u^ e U, for all u E U. Suppose that a,r are endomorphism of 
j ^ such that a is one-one, onto and d is a {a, r)-derivation of R. Suppose further 
that U has a commutator which is not a zero divisor. If F : /?, —> Ris & generahzed 
Jordan (a, r)-derivation on t/, then i*" is a generalized {a, r)-derivation on U. 
Proof. Since F : R —> R Is & generalized Jordan {a, r)-derivation, there exists a 
(cr, r)-derivation d : R —> R such that F(ii^) = F{u)a{u) + T{u)d{u), holds for all 
u e U. Thus for any u,v GU iiu" = F{uv) - F{u)a{v) - T{^i)d{v), then by Lemma 
3.3.2(iv), we have u"[a{u),u{v)] — 0, for all u, u € t/. Since o is an automorphism 
of /?, we find that 
ff-^(M^)[u,^] = 0, for all u.v^V. (3.3.13) 
Let a, h be fixed elements of U such that c\a^ 6] = 0, or [a, 6]c = 0. This implies that 
c = 0. Hence in view of the above equation, we get a~^{a^) — 0, i.e., 
a^ = 0. (3.3.14) 
Replacing u by u -f a in (3.3.13), we get 
a-^(u")[a,u] + c7-^(a")[«,u]-0, for all u.v^JJ. (3.3.15) 
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Again replace v by b in (3.3.15), to get a ^{u'')[a, b] = 0. Since [a, b] is not a divisor 
of zero, we have 
a-\u'') = 0, iovaWueU. (3.3.16) 
Further replace v hy v + b in (3.3.15) and use (3.3.14), (3.3.15) and (3.3.16), to get 
a~\u")[a,b] + a-\a'')[u,b]--0. for all u,veU (3.3.17) 
In particular, with u = a in (3.3.17) and using the fact that R is 2-torsion free, we 
have 
a~^{a")\a,b] = 0, and hence a'^ld") = 0 i.e., 
a" = 0, for all veU. (3.3.18) 
Combining (3.3.17) and (3.3.18), we find that a~^{u")[a,b] = 0. This implies that 
a''^(u") = 0, i.e., u" = 0, for all u,v eU. Hence, F is a generalized {a, a-)-derivation 
onU. 
Corollary 3.3.4 ([1,Theorem]). Let R is a. 2-torsion free prime ring and let F : 
R —> R is a, generahzed Jordan derivation. If R has a commutator which is not a 
zero divisor, then F is generahzed derivation on R. 
3.4. Generalized Jordan Derivations and nth Power Maps 
A lot of work has been done to obtain conditions under which a Jordan derivation 
on a ring R becomes a derivation on R. Now if o? is a derivation of R and if n > 1 is 
any integer, then d{x'^) = YI^ZQ XH{X)X^~^~^ for any x e R, where x°r = r — rx° 
for any x E R. The above property is called the nth power property (See Lanski 
[57]). Now when n — 2, the nth power property makes d a Jordan derivation, 
and therefore in view Cusack's result [31] becomes a derivation on a 2-torsion free 
semiprime ring. 
Further in the year 1984, Bridges and Bergen [30] proved the following result: 
Theorem 3.4.1 ([30, Theorem 2]). Let i? be a ring, n > 2 an integer and D : 
R —> R an additive mapping with the nth power property. Then D is a derivation 
under each of the following circumstances: 
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(i) R is commutative with an identity e and for each x G R, dx = 0 entails x = 0, 
[ii) R is a prime ring with an identity e and with characteristic c, where c = 0 or 
c > n, 
{ill) R is commutative integral domain with characteristic c, where c = 0 or c > n. 
In 2004, Ashraf et. al.[5] proved that in a 2-torsion free prime ring, a general-
ized Jordan (a, r)-derivation is a generahzed {o, r)-derivation in the case when R is 
not commutative and a is an automorphism. Moreover, the same result holds for 
arbitrary rings, when some commutator [a, 6] = ab — ha is a regular element of R 
(see Theorems 3.3.3, 3.3.4 and 3.3.5). 
In analogy with the situation for derivations, if G is a generalized (cr, r)-derivation 
then, for any x E R and any integer n > 1, it follows by induction, first that 
d(x") = d(x)T(.x"-i) ^ Y,'jZl(^{^^)d{x)T{x''-^-^), and then that 
r i - l 
G(x") = G(.x)r(x"-') + J2 (r{x')d{x)T{x"-'-'') (3.4.1) 
where T{x'^)r = r = rT{x'^) for all x ^ R. 
When dis a Jordan derivation of a 2-torsion free, commutative, semiprime ring, 
then an easy linearization shows that d must be a derivation. This simple approach 
fails for a Jordan (a, r)-derivation, although the result remains true, and is our next 
theorem, given by Lanski in the year 2006. 
Theorem 3.4.2 ([57,Theorem 1]). Let Rhe a 2-torsion free, commutative, semi-
prime ring. If d is a Jordan {a, r)-derivation of R, then d is a (cr, T)-derivation of 
R. 
Proof. The assumption on d and the commutativity of R show that d(x^) = 
d{x){a{x) + T{X)) for any x G R. It follows from the additivity of d that 2d{xy) — 
d{2xy) = d{{x + yf) - d{x'^) - d{y'^) for any x,y e R. Expanding this by using 
d{x'^) = d{x){a{x) -f r(x)), cancelhng terms, and simplifying, yields the expression 
d{2xy) = d{x)ia{y) + riy)) + d{y){a{x) + r(x)). (3.4.2) 
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In (3.4.2) replace xy with xy^, also represent as {xy)y, and equate the result using 
these two representations: 
d{x){a{y^) + T{y^)) + d{y^){a{x) + T{x)) = d{xy){a{y) + T{y)) + d{y){a{xy) + T{xy)). 
Substituting d^y"^) = d{y){a{y) + T{%))) into last equality gives, 
d{x){a{y^) + r(y2)) + d{y)[a{y) + T[y))[a{x) + T(.X)) = d{xy){a{y) + r[y)) 
+d{y){a{xy)+T{xy)). 
Since a and r are homomorphisms, we can simplify this to 
d{xy){a{y) + r(y)) = d{x){a{y^) + T{y')) + d(y)(a(y)r(x) + a{x)T{y)). 
Next multiply by 2 and use (3.4.2), obtaining 
d(x)(a(y)+r(y))2+d(y)(a(x)+r(x))(a(y)+T(y)) = 2d(x)(a(y2)+r(y2))+2ci(y)(a(y) 
+r(x)) + (a(x)r(y)), 
and this reduces to d{y){a{x) - r(x))(a(y) - T(y)) = d{x){a{y) — T{y))'^ 
or equivalently, to (d(y)(a(x) - r(x)) - d{x){a{y) - T{y)))[a{y) - T{y)) = 0. 
IfwesetF(x) = a (x) - r (x) , then for all x,y G R, (d{y)V{x) -d{x)V{y))V(y) -
0. Interchanging x and y results in {d{y)V{x) — d{x)V{y))V(x) = 0 so {d{y)V{x) — 
d{x)V{y)Y — 0 follows from the commutativity of R. Now R is commutative and 
semiprime means that R contains no nonzero nilpotent elements, forcing {d{y)V{x) — 
d{x)V{y)) = 0. Therefore, d{x)a{y) + d{y)T{x) = d{x)T{y) + d{y)a{x). Using this 
equahty in (3.4.2) shows that 2d{xy) = 2{a{x)d{y) + d{x)T{y)) and the 2-torsion 
free assumption yields d{xy) = {a{x)d{y) + d{x)T{y) which implies d is a. Jordan 
a, T-derivation of R, as required. 
We present two examples, given by Lanski [57], of prime rings of characteristic 
2-one commutative and one noncommutative- that have Jordan (cr, r)- derivations 
that are not {a, r)- derivations. In fact, these are examples of ordinary Jordan 
derivations that are not derivations. 
Example 3.4.1. A commutative domain R with charF — 2 having a Jordan {a, r)-
derivation d that is not {a, r)- derivation, for a and r automorphisms. 
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Let R — F[x,y\ for F a field with charF — 2. Note that any square in R 
is contained in 5 = F[x'^,y^]. If V = xS + yS + xyS then as an i^-vector space 
R=^S(BV,sog£R has a unique representation g — s + viovsE:S and 
V E V. Define a,T,d : R —> R as fohows: d{s + v) ~ v and a = T ~ IR. 
Clearly d is additive, and by our definition, for any g e. R,g^ E S so d{g'^) = 0 and 
o[g)d[g) + d{g)T{g) — 2T{g)d{g) = 0. Thus d is a Jordan (a, T)-derivation of R. 
This example works as weh if we take a = T given by T{g{x,y)) = g{y,x), or take 
either r described but with d{{s,v{x,y)) = v{y,x). 
Example 3.4.2. A noncommutative domain R with charR = 2 having a Jordan 
(cr, T)-derivation d that is not a (a, r)-derivation, for a and r automorphisms. 
Let K = F[z] for F a field with charR = 2 and R = K = {x,y}, the free 
/•C-algebra in noncommuting indeterminates x and y. Clearly, {m | m is a monomial 
in X and y} is a K-module basis for R, where l=mo is the empty mononmial, 
so r E R has a unique representation as r — /j + Ylnrnti fm''^ with /I,/TO G ii'. 
Thus r2 = /2 + Y.m^i flP-^ + EuA /"/' '^^' where one of u = 1 or u = 1 is 
allowed. In r^ the coefficient of xy must be 2/i/xy + /1/2; = fxfy and similarly the 
coefficient of yx is /j,/j; = /^ / j^ . Using our representation for r, define d : R —)• R by 
'^('') = {fxly + fyfx)z. Then d is additive and by our computation above d(r^) = 0. 
For cr = r = /j^, or o" = T the automorphism of R defined by interchanging x and y, or 
indeed any endomorphism of R, then since d{R) C AT, we have a{r)d{r)+d{r)T{r) = 
2d{r)a{r) — 0. Consequently, d is a Jordan (cr,T)-derivation of R. Now d{xy) — z 
but a{x)d{y) + d{x)T{y) = 0 since (i(a;) = c/(y) = 0, so d is not a (a, r)-derivation of 
R. 
Using Theorem 3.4.2 Lanski [57] proved another result for an arbitrary 2-torsion 
free semiprime ring. 
Theorem 3.4.3 ([57,Theorem 2]). Let i? be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring and d 
is a Jordan (a, r)-derivation of R with cr or r an automorphism of R. Then d is a 
((7, r)-derivation of R. 
Our earlier examples show that to prove a Jordan (a, T)-derivation is a (a, r ) -
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derivation it is necessary to assume that our ring is 2-torsion free. In view of 
Theorem 3.4.3 one might ask whether we need to assume that r is an automorphism. 
Lanski [57] gave examples to show that R is not commutative with some additional 
assumption on cr or r (see Bresar and Vukman [26]). Finding such examples is easier 
when the squares in R are clearly identifiable- this is more difficult to do when R has 
identity 1. The first example for a semiprime ring is a bit simpler than the second 
for the prime ring, both the examples are for a ring without 1 but a and r do not 
have a huge kernels. The third example by Lanski [57], for a ring with 1 and is quite 
easy, but both homomorphisms are nearly zero maps. 
Example 3.4.3. A semiprime ring R having a Jordan (a, T)-derivation d, with 
neither a nor r an automorphism, so that d is not a (cr, r)-derivation. 
Let F{x, y} be the free algebra over a field F and let B = (x, y), its ideal of all 
elements with zero constant term. For b E B we may write b = fix + f2y+g{x, y) for 
unique /i 6 F and g(x,y) G 5^. Thus 6^  = f^x"^ + f^y^ + fif2{xy+yx) + h{x,y) with 
h{x, y) e B^ Setting T = (cix^ + C2y^  + c-i[xy + yx) + g[x, y) \ g{x, y) e B^ there 
is a unique representation b — Cix + c^y + Caxy + t for each 6 G S and some t E T. 
Note that all 6^  G T. For any nonzero semiprime ring A, seX R = A ® B. Define 
T,d : R —> R by r(a, 6) = (a, 0) Sindd{a,cix + C2y + csxy + t) — (0, Cix + Cgy + Csxy). 
Clearly, d is additive and r is a homomorphism but not an automorphism, and 
T{R)d{R) = 0 = d{R)T{R). Our observation above about squares shows that d is a 
Jordan (a, r)-derivation for a = T, or for a{a,b) = {h{a),Q) for any endomorphism 
h of A. However, d is not a (a, r)-derivation since (0, xy) = d{{0,x){0,y)), whereas 
(7(0,x)(i(0,y) + d(0,x)r(0,y) = 0. 
Example 3.4.4. A prime ring R having a Jordan {a, r)-derivation d, with neither 
a nor r an automorphism, so that d is not a [a, r)-derivation. 
Let B,T C F{x, y} be in Example 3.4.3, and let R be the ring of 2 x 2 matrices 
over B with off-diagonal elements in / = (y) fl B^, the ideal of F{x, y} generated by 
elements all of whose monomials are in B^ and contain y. We write this symbolically 
a s i ? = ( ^ 5 ) -
Clearly, i? is a prime ring since M2(J) is. Now define a,T,d : R —> R by 
^ \ 
, / 
di \ 
u 
s 
u 
s 
V 
w 
V 
w 
„ , when u = Cix+C2y+C3xy+t with t eT, as in Example C3.xy U J 
3.4.3. 
It is easy to check that a and T are homomorphisms, not automorphisms, and 
that d is additive with d{r'^) = 0 for all r ^ R, since the upper left entry of r^ lies in T. 
As in Example 3.4.3, a{R)d{R) = 0 = d(i?)r(i?), so d is a Jordan (a, r)- derivation 
' X- 0 \ / y 0 ' " 
of R but not a (a, r)- derivation since d 0 0 / \ 0 0 
0 0 
xy 0 
Example 3.4.5. A domain with 1 having a Jordan {a, r)-derivation d, with neither 
a nor r an automorphism, so that d is not a [a, r)-derivation. 
As in the last two examples let R — F{a;,y} and define a,T : R —>• R by 
T{f{x,y)) = /(0,0) and a = r. Thus both maps send each element of R to its 
constant term, and are homomorphisms of R. Define d : R —)• R to be i^-linear, 
sending all monomials in x and y, including the empty monomial 1, to 0, except for 
d{xy) = X and d{yx) — —x. Note that d{xy) = x, whereas a{x)d{y) + d[x)T{y) = 0, 
so d cannot be a (a, r)'derivation. To see that d is a Jordan (cr, T)-derivation, 
write a e R as a = Co + Cix + C2y + c^xy + c^yx + /3, where P contains only 
monomials of degree at least three, x^  and y'^. It follows that a^ = CiC2(xy + yx) + 
2coCj,xy + 2coC4yx + 7, where 7 has no monomial equal to xy or yx. By definition, 
a(a)d(a) + d{a)T{a) = Co{cz — £4)^ + (03 - C4)xCo = 2co(c3 — C4)x = d{a'^), which 
shows that dis a Jordan {a, r)-derivation. 
As we observed at the beginning of the section, if G is a generahzed {a, r)-
derivation of a semiprime ring R, then the nth power relation (3.4.1) must hold. 
Next result shows that an additive map satisfying this relation is a generalized 
(cr, r)-derivation when r is an automorphism. 
Theorem 3.4.4 ([57,Theorem 3]). For n > 2 let i? be an n!-torsion free, semiprime 
ring with I, lei G,d : R —> R be additive, let a be an endomorphism of R with 
cr(l) = 1, and let r be an automorphism of R. Assume that for all x E R, G(x") = 
G(x)r(x"-^) + Y.Vi • (T{x^)d{x)T{x''-^-^), where (j(x°) = 1 = r(x°). Then d is a 
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{a, T)-deiivatioii of R and G is a generalized {a, r)-derivation of R with respect to 
d. Further, if d is assumed to be a (a, T)-derivation of R, then one need assume only 
that T is a unital endomorphism of R. 
Proof. When n = 2 our assumption is G{x'^) = G{x)r{x) + a{x)d{x) and we reduce 
the general situation to this case. Substituting 1 for x in our assumed relation gives 
G{1) = G{1)T{1) + (n - l)cr(l)(i(l)T(l), so a and r unital homomorphisms yield 
0 = (n - l)a!(l). The torsion assumption on R shows that d{l) = 0. Next, replace x 
with x + z-l for any integer z and note that { A ; - l | l < A ; < n ! } contains n! different 
elements in the center of R. The result of this substitution, using the additivity of 
G and of d, and that fi(l) = 0 is 
n - l 
G((x+z-ir) = (G'(x)+^G(l))r((x+2-l)"-i)+^a((x+z-iyKx)T((a;+z-l)"-i-^') . 
(3.4.3) 
Expand (3.4.3), now using the additivity of a and of r, and collect terms con-
taining z^ to write YJI=O •^'^^^^i^) ~ ^- ^'^^^ that PQ{X) is the relation assumed in 
the theorem, so is zero. When 1 < z < n the torsion assumption on R leads to 
^^^j z''~^Pk{x) — 0. Since R is n!-torsion free and z can vary from 1 to n, a Van-
dermonde determinant argument shows that each Pi{x) = 0. In particular, since 
Pn--[{x) = 0 we get 
n - l 
nG{x) = G{X)T{1) + {n- 1)G(1)T(X) + ^ a{l)d{x)Til). (3.4.4) 
j = i 
Our assumption on a and on r yield (n - l)G{x) = (n - 1)(G(1)T(X) + d{x)), so the 
torsion assumption on R results in 
G{x) = G{l)T{x) + d{x). (3.4.5) 
From Pi{x) = 0 and r( l) = 1 we get 
n - l 
nG(x"-^) = (n - 1)G(X)T(X"-2) + G'(1)T(X"-^) + 5^(ia(x^-^)d(x)r(x"-^-0 
+(n - 1 - j>(a;^Xx)r(x"-2-i)^ 
and the terms in the summation in this expression combine to yield 
Tl-2 
nG(x"-^) = (n-l)G(x)T(x"-2)+G(l)r(x"-i)+d(x)r(2;"-2)+nJ]a(x^Xx)r(x"-2-^> 
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Consequently, using (3.4.5), 
n - 2 
n6'(.x"-') = (n - 1)G'(2-)T(X"-^) + G{X)T{X'"^) + riY^ a{x^)dix)T{x''-^-^). 
Since R is n-torsion free we get 
n - 2 
i=i 
But i? is (n — l)!-torsion free so when n > 2, by induction, or by repeating our 
argument to reduce the exponents in this expression further, we eventually obtain 
that 
G{x^) = G{X)T{X) + aix)d{x). (3.4.6) 
From (3.4.5), G{x^) = G{1)T{X^) + d{x^), so d{x^) =-- G{X)T{X) + a{x)d{x) -
G{1)T{X)T{X) by (3.4.6). But G(x) - G(1)T(X) = d{x) by (3.4.5), so d{x^) = 
(i(x)r(x) + a{x)d{x), and d is a Jordan (a, r)-derivation. By Theorem 3.4.3 d is 
a {a, T)-derivation when r is an automorphism; if we sissume that d is a {a, r)-
derivation then r may be any unital endomorphism of R. Using (3.4.5), G{xy) = 
G(l)T{xy) + d{xy) and we then write G{xy) = G{l)r{x)T{y) + d{x)T{y) + a{x)d{y) = 
(G'(l)r(x) + d[x))T{y) + a{x)d{y). Another application of (3.4.4) yields G{xy) = 
G{x)T{y) + a[x)d{y). Thus G is a generalized [a, r)-derivation of R, for the (cr, r)-
derivation d of R, completing the proof. 
Example 3.4.6. A prime ring R of char p > 1 having an additive map d satisfy 
the p*^ th power property with respect to itself, with r any endomorphism of R, but 
d not a (generahzed) (a, r)-derivation. 
As in Example 3.4.2, let K — F[z\ for F a field with charF = p > 2 and 
R = K{x, y}. We set s = p^ for any n > 1, and define d : R —> R as the isT-module 
map given by d{xy) = z, d{yx) = -z, and d{m) = 0 for all other monomials m in 
X and y, including the empty monomial 1. Any a - k + (3 ior k e K and (3 e R 
having constant term zero. It follows from charR = p and K central in R that 
a^ = k^ + P\ so d{a^) = 0. For any endomorphism a = r of R, d(a)r(a^~^) + 
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S ' l i • T{a^)d{a)T{cr''~^''^) = sa{a''~^){d{a)) = 0. Thus d satisfies the sth power 
property for any equal endomorphisms a and r. If d were a (cr, T)-derivation, then 
d{xy) = a{x)d{y) + d{x)a{y) = 0 from the definition of d. But d{xy) = 2 so this d 
cannot be a (a, r)-derivation for any choice of endomorphism cr = r. 
Next we give an example when a = T = In, so for derivations and generalized 
derivations. (For reference see Example 7 of Lanski [57]). 
Example 3.4.7. A domain of char p > 0 having a derivation d and additive 
mapping G that satisfy the (p*^  + 1) - st power property, but G is not a generahzed 
derivation of R. 
Let R = F[x\ for F a field of char p > 0,n = j / -f 1 for an integer fc > 1, 
and d ==^ D^ the usual differentiation of R. Then d is certainly a derivation, 
and ii G = IR then for /(x) € R we have that G satisfies the nth power prop-
erty since G{f{xY) = /(x)" = G{f[x))f{xY~^, and the summation becomes 
j//(x-)"-^c/(/(2;)) = G(/(x)") = f{xf = G{f{x))f{xf-\ and the summation be-
comes p''f{x)"-~^d{f{x)) = 0. However, G{x'^) = x^ but G(x)x -f- xd{x) = x"^ + x, so 
G is not a generalized derivation of R. 
The following example shows that R is not commutative and cr = r is not an 
automorphism (see Example 8 of [57]). 
Example 3.4.8. A prime ring R with charR = p > 0,d a (a, r)-derivation for 
cr = r a nontrivial endomorphism, G satisfying the (p'' + 1) — st power property, but 
G not a generalized {a, T)-derivation of R. 
Let R = i^ [-z]{3:, y}, as in Example 3.4.6, with charF = p> 0. Set n = p'^+l and 
define cr = r = G by T{f{x,y)) = f{z,z). These maps are clearly endomorphisms 
of R. If d{f{x,y)) = Dz{f{z,z)) for D^ the usual partial derivative with respect 
to 2, then it is immediate that d is a {a, r)-derivation of R. Now as in Example 
3.4.7, the summation in the nth power property applied to f(x,y) 6 R becomes 
p'r{f{x,yr-')d{f{x,y)) = 0. Therefore, G(/(a;,2/)") - G(/(x,y))r(/(x,2/)"-i), so 
G satisfies the nth power property. Since G(x^) = z^ and G{X)T{X) + a{x)d{x) = 
z"^ + z, G is not a generalized {a, r)-derivation. 
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C H A P T E R 4 
ADDITIVITY OF DERIVABLE MAPPINGS 
IN RINGS 
4.1. Introduction 
A mapping d : R —> R is said to be a derivable map (rasp. Jordan derivable 
map) if d{ab) = d{a)b + ad{b) (resp. d{ab + ba) = d{a)b + ad{b) + d{b)a + bd{a)) 
for all a,b & R. d : R —> R is said to be a Jordan semitriple derivable map if 
d{aba) = d{a)ba + ad{b)a + abd{a) for all a,b ^ R. 
It was shown by Rickart [73] that each of these derivable maps of a 2-torsion 
free prime ring containing a nontrivial idempotent is additive. In section 4.2, we 
discuss certain conditions given by F.Lu [65] under which Jordan derivable maps 
and Jordan semitriple derivable maps becomes additive. 
Further, generahzation of the above result for an arbitrary rings has been given 
in section 4.3. 
Finally, the additivity of Jordan semitriple derivable maps on rings have been 
discussed in section 4.4. 
4.2. Jo rdan Derivable Maps of Pr ime Rings 
In recent years, there has been a great interest in the study of additivity of 
mappings on rings. Let R and S be arbitrary associative rings (not necessarily with 
identity element). A one-one mapping d oi R onto S such that d(xy) = d{x)d{y) for 
all X, y e i? will be called a multiplicative isomorphism of R onto S. Rickart [73] 
and Johnson [55] obtained simultaneously the condition under which a multiplicative 
isomorphism becomes additive with some minimality conditions imposed on the ring 
R. 
After that many results were obtained in order to generalize the main theorem 
of Rickart[73] and at the same time the minimality condition was also removed. The 
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first result in this direction is due to Martindale III [67] who obtained the following 
pioneer result in the year 1969. 
Theorem 4.2.1([67,Theorem]). Let R be a ring containing family {e^ : a e A} of 
idempotents which satisfies 
(i) xR = {0} implies x = 0, 
[vi] If CaRx = {0} for each a G A, then a; = 0 (and hence Rx = {0} implies x = 0, 
(m) For each a G A, eaXeaR{l — to) = {0} implies eaxea = 0. 
Then any multiplicative bijective map from R onto an arbitrary ring R! is additive. 
The following example shows that the condition d to be onto is not superflous; 
Example 4.2.1. Let i? = F2 and let S = F2,, where F„ denotes the ring of n x n 
matrices over the field F. If a G i?, then the mapping o H^ | 1 is a one-one 
multiphcative mapping of R into S (not onto) which is clearly not additive. 
Later, in year 2009, F.Lu [65] introduced the following definitions: 
Definition 4.2.1. Let i? be a ring and d : R —> /? be a map. Then 
{i) d\s said to be a derivable map if 
d{ab) = d{a)b + ad(b) for all a,b ^ R. 
[ii] d is said to be a Jordan derivable map if 
d{ab + ba) = d{a)b + ad{b) + d{b)a + bd{a) for all a,b e R. 
(Hi) d is said to be a Jordan semitriple derivable map if 
d(a5a) = d{a)ba + ad{b)a + abd{a) for all a,b e R. 
Throughout the chapter we consider, R to be an arbitrary ring with a nontrivial 
idempotent e. We write ei = e and 62 = 1 - e. Note that R need not have identity 
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element. Put CiRcj = R,_j for any i,j — 1,2. Then we have the pierce decomposition 
of RsiS R— Rii® R42® R21® R22- The notation a^ j will denote an arbitrary element 
of Rij and any element a G /? can be expressed as a = an + ai2 + 0.21 + 022-
It was shown by Rickart [73] that each derivable map of a 2-torsion free prime 
ring containing a nontrivial idempotent is additive. Further in the year 2009, F.Lu 
[65] obtained certain conditions under which Jordan derivable maps and Jordan 
semi triple derivable maps becomes additive. In fact F.Lu [65] proved the following 
result: 
Theorem 4.2.2 ([65,Theorem 2.1]). Let i? be a 2-torsion free unital prime ring 
containing a nontrivial idempotent e. Suppose that the map d : R —)• R satisfies 
d{ab + ba) = d{a)h + ad{b) + d{b)a + bd{a) 
for all a,b ^ R, then d is automatically additive. Moreover, d is a derivation. 
Let r = ei(i(ei)e2 — e2(i(ei)ei. Define a map 6 : R —)• R by 
S(a) = d{a) - {ar - ra), a e R. (4.2.1) 
Then 
S{ei) = eid{ei)ei + e2d{ei)e2 (4.2.2) 
and 
5{ab + ba) = 6{a)b + ad{b) + S{b)a + 6(^(a), (4.2.3) 
for all a,b E. R. Moreover, d is a derivation if and only if 5 is a derivation. 
S 
To show that 5 is a derivation, we need a series of lemmal. Now assume that R 
is a 2-torsion free unital prime ring containing a nontrivial idempotent e, da Jordan 
derivable map and 5 : R —>• R a map satisfying (4.2.1). 
Lemma 4.2.1. 6{0) = 0. 
Proof. Indeed, 6{0) - 6{00 + 00) = 2(5(0)0 + 06(0)) = 0. 
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L e m m a 4.2.2. We have the following: 
{i) 5{e^) = 0,5{e2) = 0,S{l) = 0; 
[li) 8[2a) = 2(5(a), 8{-a) = -5{a), and 5{a^) = 5{a)a + a5{a), for all a ^ R; 
{ill) ei5(ai2)ei = 62(^ (012)62 = 0, and ai25{ai'i) = 5{ai2)ai2 = 0, for all ax2 6 Ri2\ 
{iv) ei6[a2i)ei = £25(021)62 = 0, and 021^(021) = 8{a2i)a2\ = 0, for all 021 G /?2i-
P r o o / . 
(z) From 
0 = 5(6162 + 6261) 
= 5(ei)62 + 61^(62) + 5(62)61 + 625(61), (4.2.4) 
we get 625(61)62 = ei5(e2)ei = 0. 
For each ai2 G R\2-, by (4.2.3), and noting ai2 == eiai2 + 01261,'i = 1,2, we 
have 
5(012) = 5(ei)oi2 + ei5(oi2) + 5(ai2)ei + ai25(ei) (4.2.5) 
and 
5(ai2) = 5(62)012 + 625(012) + 5(012)62 + 0125(62) (4.2.6) 
Multiplying (4.2.5) by ei from the left and by 62 from the right, and using 
625(61)62 = 0, we get ei5(6i)ai2 = 0 for all O12 G i?i2- This is equivalent to 
6i5(ei)eii?e2 = 0. Since R is prime, it follows that ei5(ei)ei = 0. This together 
with 625(61)62 = 0 and (4.2.2) gives 5(ei) = 0. 
Now, (4.2.4) becomes 6i5(e2) + 5(62)61 = 0. From this, we get ei5(e2) = 
5(62)61 = 0. This makes (4.2.6) 
5(012) = 625(012) + 5(012)62 + ar25(e2). 
Multiplying this equation by ei from the left and by 62 from the right, we get 
0125(62)62 = 0 for all 012 G Rn- Hence 625(62)62 = 0. Consequently, 5(62) = 0. 
For z = 1,2, we have 
5(2ei) = 5{eil + le^) = 25(6^) + 5(l)e, + 6^5(1) = 5(1)6^ + 6^5(1). 
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But on the other hand 5{2ei) = 6{eiei + ej-ej) = 2{S{ei)ei + ej5(ej)) = 0. So 
8{\)ei + ei5{l) = 0. Sumnimg them from i = 1,2 we get 25(1) = 0 and hence 
5(1) = 0. 
(^ )^ For a e R, by (4.2.3) and 5(1) = 0, we have 
5(2a) = 5(al + la) = 5(a)l + a5(l) + 15(a) + 5(l)a = 25(a). 
Hence 
25(a^) = 5{aa + aa) = 2(5(a)a + a5{a)), 
and then we have 5(0^) = 5{a)a + a5{a). 
Now, 
0 = 5((-l)^) = (-1)5(-1) + 5 ( - l ) ( - l ) = - 2 5 ( - l ) , 
and so 5(—1) = 0. Thus, for a G /?, 
25(-a) = 5((- l)a + a ( - l ) ) = (-l)5(a) + 5(a)(-l) = -25(a), 
which implies that 5{—a) = —6[a). 
(m) Let ai2 be in Ru- Since 5(ei) = 0, (4.2.5) becomes 5(ai2) = ei5(ai2)+5(ai2)ei. 
This impHes that ei5(ai2)ei = e25(ai2)e2 = 0. 
By (ii), we have 0 = 5(ai2) = 5(ai2)ai2 + Oi25(ai2). Multiplying this equa-
tion by Ci from the left and using ei5(ai2)ei = 0, we get ai25(ai2) = 0, and 
then 5(ai2)ai2 = 0. 
(iv) Use an argument similar to the proof of (iii). 
Lemma 4.2.3. 6{Rij) C Rij. 
Proof. Let an be in Rn, i = 1,2 By Lemma 4.2.2 (ii), we have 
26{aii) = S{2aii) = 6{eiaii + auei) = ei5{aii) + 5(aji)ej, 
from which we get 5{aii)ei = ej5(aii)ej and eiS{au) = ei6{aii)ei. So 5(aji) = ej5(aji)ei 
G Rii-
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Let ai2 be in R12. For any 612 G Rn, we have 
0 = 5{ai2bn + bua^) = S{ai2)bi2 + ai2(5(6i2) + S{bi2)ai2 + b^Sian). 
Multiplying this equation by 612 from the left, by Lemma 4.2.2(iii) we have 
b\2^{ai2)b\2 ~ 0 foi' any 612 € R\2 and so e25(ai2)ei = 0 by Lemma 1.3.3. Hence 
5{ai2) = ei5{ai2)e2 £ Rn by Lemma 4.2.2(ih). 
Similarly, one can verify that (^012) G R21 for any 021 G i?2i-
Lemma 4.2.4. Let a^ G Rn and 02: G i?2i- Then (5(ai2 + 021) = Si^au) + (5(a2i)-
Proof. Since 5(ei) = 0, it follows that 
5{ai2 + a2i) = 6{ei{ai2 + 021) + [an + a2i)ei) 
= ei(5(ai2 + a2i) + (5(ai2 + a2i)ei, 
from which we get ei5(ai2 + 02i)ei = 62 (^012 + 021)62 = 0-
For any 612 G -R12, on the one hand, 
S{a2ibu + 1^2021) = ^{{an + 2^1)^ 12 + 1^2(012 + 021)) 
= S{ai2 + 021)^ 12 + {an + a2i)S{bi2) 
+5{bn){a'n + 0,21) + bn^iau + 021) 
= 5(ai2 + a2i)6i2 + a2i5{bi2). 
+S{bi2)a2i + bi2S{au + a2i). 
On the other hand, 
5(a2i6i2 + 1^2^ 21) = (^021)^ 12 + a2i< (^^ i2) + (^'^ 12)021 + bi26{a2i). 
Comparing those two equations, we get 
{5{ai2 + 021) - S{a2i))bi2 + bni^ia^ + ^21) - (^ (^ 21)) = 0. 
Multiplying this equation by 62 from the right and noting that e2(< (^ai2 + ^21) ~ 
5{a2i))e2 = 0, we get {5{ai2 + 021) - 5{a2i))bi2 = 0 for all b^ G Rn- So 
{5{ai2 + 021) - 5{a2i))ei = 0 and hence 6{ai2 + a2i)ei - 5{a2i)ei = S{a2i). 
Similarly, one can get 5{ai2 + 021)62 = S{ai2) by considering (^ (012621 + 2^1012)-
Consequently, 5{ai2 + 021) = S{ai2 + a2i)ei + 5{ai2 + 021)62 = ^(012) + S{a2i). 
Lemma 4.2.5. For a ^ R; 6{eiae2) ~ ei5{a)e2 and S{e2aei) = e25(a)ei. 
Proof. By the above lemma, 
S{e-iae2) + S{e2aei) = S{eiae2 + 62(161) 
= 5{ei{ae2 + e^a) + (ae2 + e2a)ei) 
= ei5(ae2 + 620) + 5{ae2 + e2a)ei 
= ei{S{a)e2 + e2(5(a)) + (5(a)e2 + e25{a))ei 
= ei(5(a)e2 + e25(a)ei. 
hence, by Lemma 4.2.3 the desired equahties hold. 
Lemma 4.2.6. For an G Rn and 022 G -R22; (5(011 + ^22) = <5(aii) + '5(a22)-
Proof. For 2 = 1,2, by Lemma 4.2.2, we have 
2S{aii) = S{ei{an + 022) + (an + 2^2)61) = ei5{an + 022) + S{au + 022)62-
Summing them from i = 1 to 2, we get 2{5{au + 022)) = 2S{aii + 022), as desired. 
Lemma 4.2.7. For a E R; 5{eiaei) = ei5{a)ei,i = 1,2. 
Proo/. By Lemmas 4.2.2 and 4.2.6, 5(1 - 2e2) = 5{ei - 62) = 5(ei) - ^(62) = 0. 
Hence, for a E R, 
2((5(eioei) - (^ (62062)) = 5(2(eiaei — 620-62)) 
= 5((1 - 2e2)a) + a(l - 263)) 
= ((l-2e2M(a) + <5(a)(l-2e2) 
= 2{ei5{a)ei - e25{a)e2). 
So ^(eiaei) - 5(62062) = ei5{a)ei - 625{a)62. Hence by Lemma 4.2.3, the desired 
equahties hold. 
Lemma 4.2.8. For a = EL^iO^i ^ /? = E L = i ^ i ' ^^ e have 5 ( E t = i z^,-) = 
Proo/. Indeed, by Lemmas 4.2.5 and 4.2.7, 5{a) = ^ ^ = 1 ei5{a)ej = ^ L - ^ 5(eiae,). 
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Lemma 4.2.9. 5 is additive on Ru and /?2i-
Proof. Let an and bu be in R^. By Lemmas 4.2.3 and 4.2.8 and the fact S{ei) — 0, 
we have 
5(2ei + an + 612) = S{an + bn) 
and 
5{2ei + ai2 + 612) = ^((ei + bn){ei + an) + (ei + ai2)(ei + bn)) 
= S{ei + bn){ei + an) + (ei -f bn)5{ei + an) 
+5{ei + an){ei + bn) + (ei + an)S{ei + bn) 
= (ei + 612)^(012) + (ei + 012)^(612) 
= 5{ai2) + 5{bn)-
So 5{an + 1^2) = ^{an) + S{bn)- This proves the additivity of 5 on i?i2. 
Similarly, using the equation 2e2 + a2i + 621 = (e2 + ^ 2i)(e2 + «'2i) + (e2 + a2i)(e2 + 
621), one can prove the additivity of 5 on i?2i-
Lemma 4.2.10. S is additive on Rn and i?22-
Proof. For an G Rn and cn € -R12, we have 
S{anCn) = S{auCn + Cuan) 
= 5(aii)ci2 + anS{cn) + S{cn)an + CnS{aii) 
= 5{an)cn + auS{cn)-
Now let an and 611 be in Ru- For cn € Rn-, we have 
Siian + bn)cu) = K<^n + bn)cn + {an + bu)S{cn) 
and by Lemma 4.2.9, 
6{{an + bu)cn) = S{anCn) + 6{bnCn) 
= ^{an)cn + aii'^(ci2) + '^ (&ii)ci2) + bu5{ci2). 
Comparing those two equations, we get 5{au + bu)cn = (^(on) + 6{bu))cn) for all 
Cn G Ri2- So, by Lemma 4.2.3, we get 5{au + ^n) = ^(flu) + S{bn). This proves 
the additivity oi S on Ru. 
Similarly, one can prove the additivity of 5 on i?22 by considering 5((a22+/)22)c2i)-
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In view of Lemmas 4.2.9 and 4.2.10, we can obtain that S is additive on R. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.2. The main result in [42] says that an additive map 
of 2-torsion free prime rings which satisfies (4.2.3) is a derivation. Now, to prove 
that (5 is a derivation, it is sufficient to prove that S is additive. To end this, let 
a = an + ai2 + 2^1 + '^ 22 and b = bn + 612 + 621 + 622 be in R. Then taking use of 
Lemmas 4.2.8 - 4.2.10, we get 
S{a + b) = S{aii + bn + a^ + bn + a^i + 621 + 2^2 + ^ 22) 
= S{an + 611) + 5(ai2 + 612) + 5(a2i + 621) + (^022 + 622) 
- b{an) + 5(feu) + 5(fli2) + 5(^ 12) + 5(a2i) + (^^ 21) + ^(022) + 5(^ 22) 
= 5(a) + 5(fe), 
as desired. 
F.Lu [65] also proved the following result for Jordan semitriple derivable map: 
Theorem 4.2.3 ([65,Theorem 3.1]). Let i? be a 2-torsion free unital prime ring 
containing a nontrivial idempotent e. Suppose that the map d : R —)• R satisfies 
d{aba) = d{a)ba + ad{b)a + abd{b) (4.2.7) 
for all a,b e R. Then d is automatically additive. Moreover, d is not only a Jordan 
(triple) derivation but also a derivation. 
First taking a = 6 = 1 in (4.2.7), we get d(l) = 0. Then taking b = lin (4.2.7), 
we get 
d{a^) = d{a)a + ad{a) (4.2.8) 
for all a € i?. Thus we have 
d{e) = d{ee) = d{e)e + ed{e). 
Prom this, we get ed{e)e = (1 - e)d{e){l - e) = 0. Let r = ed{e){l - e) - (1 - e)d{e)e. 
Define a map 5 : R —> R by 
S{a) = dia)-{ar-ra), a e R. (4.2.9) 
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Then 5{e) — 0 and 
6{aba) = S{a)ba + aS{b)a + ab5(a), (4.2.10) 
for all a,b & R. Moreover, d is a derivation if and only if 5 is a derivation. 
To show that 5 is a derivation, we need some lemmas. In what follows, let R be 
a 2-torsion free unital prime ring containing a nontrivial idempotent e, d a. Jordan 
semitriple derivable map and 8 : R —> R a map satisfying (4.2.9). 
Lemma 4.2.11. ^(0) = 0 and ei^(a)ei = 5(eiaei) for all a e R. 
Proof. By (4.2.8), 6(0) = 5(0)0 + 6(0)0 = 0. For a E R, by (4.2.10) and the fact 
6(ei) = 0, we have 
5(eiaei) = 6(ei)aei + ei6(a)ei + e-[a6(ei) = ei6(a)ei. 
Lemma 4.2.12. For a-12 ^ -^ 12, we have (^012)61 = 0 and 012(^ (012) = 0. 
Proof. For any 612 £ i?i2, by (4.2.10), we have 
0 = 5(bi2ai2bi2) = bi25(ai2)bi2. 
So 62 (^012)61 = 0 by Lemma 1.3.3. This together with £2(^ (012)61 = (^6101261) = 0 
gives 5(012)61 = 0. Hence 
0 = 5(012) = ai26(ai2) + 5(012)012 = 012^(012), 
completing the lemma. 
Similarly, we have the following lemma. 
Lemmia 4.2.13. For 021 € i?2i, we have 61 (^021) = 0 and 5(021)021 = 0. 
Lemma 4.2.14. 5(62) = 0. 
Proof. First from the equation 5(62) = 5(e2)e2 + 625(62) we get 
ei5(e2)ei = 625(62)62 = 0. 
Now for all 012 G Ru, by Lemma 4.2.12, we have 
0 = 5(01262012) = 5(012)62012 + 0125(62)012 + 012625(012) = 0125(62)012. 
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So 62^(62)61 = 0. Similarly, using 0 = 5(a2ie2a2i) and Lemma 4.2.13, we get 
ei5(e2)e2 = 0. Consequently, S{e2) = 0. 
Lemma 4.2.15. 5{Rij) C Rij,i,j = 1,2. 
Proof. For an € i?ii, by Lemma 4.2.11, we see that S(aii) E Rn-
For 022 £ -^22, by (4.2.10) and Lemma 4.2.14, we have 
022 = (^(6202262) = 625(022)62 e i?22-
For ai2 G Ru, by (4.2.10) and Lemma 4.2.14, we have 
62(^(012)62 = 5(6201262) = 0. 
This together with Lemma 4.2.12 gives ^(012) = ei5(oi2)e2 G i?i2. 
For 021 G R21, by (4.2.10) and Lemma 4.2.14, we have 
62^(021)62 = 5(62021)62) = 0. 
This together with Lemma 4.2.12 gives 5(o2i) = 62^(021)61 € i?2i-
Lemma 4.2.16. For 0 € R,ei6{a)ej = 5{eiaej),i,j = 1,2. 
Proof. First, using (4.2.10) and the fact that 5(ei) = 5(62) = 0, we have 6i5(a)ei 
= 5(eiaei) and 62^(0)62 = ^(62062). 
For any 612 G R\2, on the one hand, 
S{bi2abi2) = 5(612)0612 + 6i25(o)6i2 + 61205(612), 
on the other hand, by Lemma 4.2.15, 
5(6120612) = 5(612(62061)612) 
= 5(6i2)(62oei)6i2 + 6125(62061)612 + 612(62061)5(612) 
= 5(612)0612 + 6i25(e206i)6i2 + 61205(612). 
Comparing those two equations, we get 6i25(a)6i2 = 6i25(e2aei)6i2 for all 
612 G i?i2. So 625(0)61 = 625(62061)61 = 5(62061) by Lemmas 1.3.3 and 4.2.15. 
Similarly, we have ei5(o)62 = 5(ei062). 
Now, we immediately have the following lemma. 
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Lemma 4.2.17. For a = Yltj^i ^ij ^ R = J2ij=i ^ij^ there holds that (^(X]jj=i o-ij) = 
Lemma 4.2.18. S is additive on Ru and i?2i-
Proof. Let a^ and bi2 be in Ri2- By Lemmas 4.2.15 and 4.2.17 and the fact 
5{ei) = 0, we have 
§{ei + 012 + bu) = (^ (ai2 + 1^2) 
and 
S{ei + an + b^) = 5((1 + bn)iei + ai2)(l + 612)) 
= 5{1 + bi2){e, + aj2)il + bi2) 
+(l+6i2M(ei + ai2)(l+6i2) 
+{l + bn){ei + auW + bi2) 
= ^(&i2)(ei + an + bu) + (1 + 6i2)5(ai2)(l + &12) 
+{ei + ai2)6{bi2) 
= 8{an) + S{bi2). 
So 5(ai2 + 612) = 5{ai2) + 8{bu)- This proves the additivity of 5 on R12. 
Similarly, using the equation 62 + 021 + 621 = (l + &2i)(e2 + a2i)(l + ^2i), one can 
prove the addtivity of 5 on R21. 
Lemma 4.2.19. 5 is additive on Ru and i?22-
Proof. For an G -Rn and C12 G -R12, we have 
(5(0iiCi2) = ^((flll + 62)012(011 + 62)) 
= S{aii + 62)012(011 + 62) 
+(aii + e2)5(ci2)(aii + 62) 
+(aii + e2)ci2(5(aii + 62) 
= 5(oii)ci2 + an5(ci2)-
Now let Oil and bu be in i^n. For C12 6 i?i2, we have 
5{{an + ^ii)ci2) = ^(aii + feii)ci2 + (an + bu)5{ci2) 
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and 
S{{au + bu)ci2) = 5{anCi2) + S{buCn) 
= (5(aii)ci2 + aii5(ci2) + 5{bn)ci2 + ^ ii<5(ci2). 
Comparing those two equations, we get 5{aii + 6ii)ci2 = (5(aii) + <5(6ii))ci2, for all 
Ci2 G i?i2- So, by Lemma 4.2.15, we get S{aii + 6n) = ^(oii) + ^{bu)- This proves 
the additivity of 5 on i^n. 
Similarly, one can prove the additivity of 5 on R22 by considering 5{(a22+b22)c2i). 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.3. Making use of Lemmas 4.2.17-4.2.19, we can verify that 
5 is additive. Now applying [24, Theorem 4.3], which says that an additive map of 
2-torsion free prime rings which satisfies (4.2.7) is a derivation, we complete the 
proof. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.2.3, we have the additivity of deriv-
able maps. 
Corollary 4.2.1. Let Rhe a 2-torsion free unital prime ring containing a nontrivial 
idempotent element e. Suppose that the map d : R —> R satisfies 
d{ab) = d{a)b + ad{b), 
for all a,b E R. Then d is a derivation. 
4.3. Additivity of Jordan Derivable Maps 
In the previous section we have seen that the Jordan derivable map on a 2-torsion 
free unital prime ring containing a nontrivial idempotent is additive. Further in the 
year 2010, Jing and Lu [54] generalized the above results for an arbitrary ring and 
obtained the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.3.1 ([54,Theorem 1.2]). Let Rhe a. ring containing a nontrivial idem-
potent and satisfying the following conditions for i,j, k G. {1,2} : 
(PI) If aijXjk = 0 for all Xjk E Rjk, then aij = 0. 
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(P2) If Xijajk = 0 for all x^ E Rij, then ajk = 0. 
(P3) If auXii + xaau = 0 for all xu £ Ra, then ajj = 0. 
Let d : R —> R he a Jordan semitriple derivable map, then d is additive. In 
addition, if R is 2-torsion free, then d is a Jordan derivation. 
Following lemmas are required for developing the proof of the above theorem: 
Lemma 4.3.1. Let i? be a 2-torsion free semi prime ring with a nontrivial idem-
potent. Then 
(P3) If auXii + Xaau = 0 for all xa € Ru, then an = 0. 
In addition, if R satisfies the following conditions: 
(CI) If aaXij = 0 for all Xij e Rij{i ^ j), then an = 0; 
(C2) If Xjiau = 0 for all Xji G Rji{i 7^  j), then an = 0; 
(C3) If XijaXij = 0 for all Xij G Rij{i 7^  j), then aji = 0, 
then Conditions (PI), (P2), and (P4) are fulfilled, respectively. That is, 
(PI) If aijXjk = 0 for all Xj^ G Rjk, then aij = 0. 
(P2) If XijUjk = 0 for all Xij 6 Pjj, then QJ^ = 0. 
(P4) If Xijaxij = 0 for all Xij e Rij{i,j € {1,2}), then aji = 0. 
Proof. 
(P3) If i = 1, we rewrite auXn + x^an = 0 as 
eiaeixei + eixeiaei = 0 for all a; G P 
By Lemma 2.3.1, we obtain that eiaeixei = 0, which yields that eiaeixeiaei = 
0 for all X G P. Since R is semi prime, it follows that eiaei = 0. Equivalently, 
an = 0. 
Suppose now that i — 2. We would like to mention here that e^ is not 
necessarily in P. Observe that 
022X22 + X22a22 = 0 for all X22 G R22 
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is equivalent to 
e2ae2xe2 + 62X6202 = 0 for all x G i?. 
Furthermore, for any x, y E R, we have 
62062X62^62 + 62X62 /^62062 = 0, 
which implies 62062X62^62 = -62X62^/62062. Now for any z e R, using the 
above equality three times we obtain 
(62062X62^62)262062X62^62 = -62X622/62062262062X622/62 
= -62062X622/62262062X62^62. 
Since R is 2-torsion free, we see that 62062X622/62 == 0 holds for all x,y E R. 
And so 62062X622/62062X62 = 0. By the semi primeness of R we get 62062X62 = 0 
for all X E R. This leads to 62062X62062 = 0 for all x E R. Again, using the 
fact that R is semi prime, we can conclude that 62O62 = 0, i.e., 022 = 0, as 
desired. 
{PI) In view of condition (Cl), we only need to show the cases of j = k and j 7^  
k = i. Assume first that j = k and aijXjj — 0 for all Xjj E Rjj. Equivalently, 
we have eiacjxej = 0 for all x E R, which implies that eiaejxeiacj — 0 for all 
X € /?. It follows that 6jaej = 0, since R is semi prime, that is a^ = 0. 
li j ^ k — i and aijXji = 0 for all Xji E Rji, then eiaejXCi = 0 for all 
X E R. Therefore e = 0 for all X E R. Using the fact that R is semi 
prime, we see that Ciacj = 0, i.e., aij = 0. 
(F2) Similar to the proof of (PI). 
(P4) It suffices to show that if xaaxu — 0 for all xu E Ra then an = 0. Let 
Xii) y i i ; -Zjj E Rii be arbitrary. From {xii+yii)a{xii+yii) = 0 we can get Xiiayii + 
yuaxii — 0 which is equivalent to xnayu = -yuaxn. Applying this equality 
three times we have {xiiayii)azn = -yuaixuazii) = {yiiazii)aXii - -Xuayuazu. 
This yields that xuaynazu = 0 since R is 2-torsion free. Particularly, 
(eiaxjjaej)y(ejaxjioei) = 0 
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for ail y G R. It follows that eiaxuaCi = 0 for all xa € Ru since R is semiprime. 
Furthermore, we have [eiaei)x{eiaei) = 0 for all x 6 R., and so eiaci = 0, i.e., 
ai, =^  0. 
Now throughout this section, we assume that i? is a riirg with nontrivial idem-
potent Ci and satisfying (F l ) , (.P2), (P3) and (i is a Jordan derivable map. 
Lemma 4.3.2. We have the following; 
{i) d{an + bu) = d{au) + dibn). 
{a) d{an + b2i) = d{an) + d(b2i). 
{lii) d{a22 + bn) = d{a22) + d{bi2). 
{iv) d{a22 + 621) = ^(022) + d{b2i). 
Proof. We only prove {i). The rest of the proof follows similarly. 
For any X22 € R22, we compute 
d[{an + fei2)2--22 + 2:22(011 + ^12)] = d{au + bu)x22 + (an + bn)d{x22) 
+d{x22){an + bu) + 2:22(011 + ^12)-
On the other hand, 
d[{an + 6i2)x22 + X22(aii + bn)] = d{bi2X22) 
= d{anX22 + 2:22011) + 4^122:22 + 2:22^ 12) 
= d{au)x22 + aiid(x22) + d{x22)an + X22d{an) 
+d{bi2)x22 + bi2d{x22) + d{x22)bi2 + X22d{bi2). 
Comparing these two equalities we obtain 
[d{an + bn) - d{au) - d{bi2)]x22 + 2:22^(011 + 612) - d{au) - d{bu)] = 0. 
This gives us 
[d{au + bi2) - d{an) - d{bi2)]nX22 = 0, 
2:22^(011 + ^12) - d{an) - <i(6i2)]2i = 0, 
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and 
[d{aii + bn) - d{an) - rf(^i2)]222:22 + X22[d{aii + b^) - d{an) - d{bi2)]22 = 0. 
By conditions (PI), (-P2), and (PS), we have 
[d{an + bn) - d{au) - d{bi2)]i2 = 0, 
[d{an + bn) - d{an) - d^bn^i = 0, 
\diaxi + 612) - d{axx) - d(6i2)]22 = 0. 
In order to complete the proof, we now show that [<i(aii+6i2) —(i(an) —(i(6i2)]ii = 0. 
For any X\2 G -R12, note that 
K a n + &12) - Aaix) - d{bi2)\ = (^011X12) 
= d{ax\Xx2 + a;i2flii) + d{bnXi2 + x^bn)-
Applying Equality (4.3.2) to both the sides of this identity, one can deduce that 
[d{au + bu) - d{au) - d{bi2)]xi2 + xn[dian + bn) - d{au) - #12)] = 0. 
Consequently, {d{an + bn) - d{an) - d{bn)]nXn = 0. It follows from conditions 
{PI) that [d{aii + bn) - d{au) - d{bn)]n = 0, which completes the proof. 
Lemma 4.3.3. (i) d{an + bnC22) = d{an) + d{bnC22)-
(a) d{a2i + 622C21) = d{a2i) + d{b22C2i)-
Proof, {i) Using Lemma 4.3.2, we obtain 
d{an + bnC22) = d[{ei + fei2)(ai2 + C22) + [an + C22)(ei + bn)] 
= d{ei + 6i2)(ai2 + C22) + (ei + 612)^ (012 + C22) 
+d{an + C22)(ei + 612) + (ai2 + C22)d(ex + bn) 
= [diex) + d{bn)]ian + C22) + (ej + bx2)[d{an) + (^£22)] 
+Kai2) + d{c22)]{ex + 612) + {an + C22)M((ei) + #12)] 
= d{an) + d{bnC22)-
{a) Note that 
021 + 2^2C2i = (ei + C2i)(a2i + 2^2) + (021 + &22)(ei + C21). 
Now the proof goes similarly to that of {i). 
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L e m m a 4.3.4. (i) d{ai2 + 612) = 1^ (012) + d{bi2)-
[ii] d{a2i + ^21) = d{a2i) + ^(621). 
Proof. We only prove (i). The proof of (ii) is similar. 
For any X22 G -R22, we calculate d[{ai2 + 1^2)2^ 22 + ••5^ 22(0.12 + 612)] in two ways. 
On one hand, 
d[{ai2 + 1^2)2:22 + 2:22(112 + ^12)] = d{ai2 + 612)3:22 + (^ 12 + 612^ (^2:22) 
+d{x22){ai2 + 612) + ^22^(012 + 612). 
On the other hand, 
d[[ai2 + 612)2:22 + 2:22(012 + 612)] = c?(ai22:22 + 6122:22) 
= d{ai2X22) + d{hi2X22) 
= d{ai2)x22 + ai2d{x22) + (^ (2:22)012 + 2:22(^ (012) 
+d(6i2)x22 + bi2d{x22) + d{x22)bi2 + X22d{bi2)-
These give us 
[d{ai2 + 612) - d{an)+ = -#12)12:22 + 2:22^(012 + 612) - dian) - d{bi2)] = 0 
for all X22 G -^ 22- It follows that 
[d{an + 612) - ^(012) - d{bi2)]nX22 = 0, 
X22Kai2 + 612) - d{ai2) - rf(6i2)]2i = 0, 
and [d{ai2 + bu) - d{au) - d{bi2)h2X22 + 2:22^(012 + 612) - d{ai2) - d{bi2)]22 = 0. 
By Conditions (P1),(P2), and (P3), we can deduce that 
[d{au + 612) - d{ai2) - # i2 ) ] i2 = 0, [d{an + 612) - d{ai2) - c?(6i2)]2i = 0, 
[d{ai2 + 612) - d{ai2) - #i2)]22 = 0. 
We now complete the proof by showing that [d{ai2 + 612) — d{ai2) — c?(6i2)]ii = 0. 
To this end, for any X12 G Ru, we compute 
d{ai2 + 6i2)xi2 + {an + bi2)d{xi2) + d{xi2){ai2 + 612) + x^dia^ + 612) = 
4(^12 + 6i2)Xi2 + Xi2(ai2 + 612)] = 0. 
This yields that 
[d{ai2 + 612) - d{ai2 - d{bi2)]xi2 + Xi2[o!(ai2 + 612) - d{ai2 - #12 ) ] = 0. 
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Therefore, we have [d{ar2 + 1^2) — d{ai2 - d{h\_'i)\iiXn = 0 for aU x\2 G R\2-
By Condition (Fl) we can infer that \d.[a\2 + &12) - d{o.Y2 - c (^^ i2)]ii = 0, which 
completes the proof. 
Lemma 4.3.5. {i) d{au + hi) = d{aii) + d{bu). 
{ii) d{a22 + b22) = ^(^22) + «^ (&22)-
Proof. We only prove (i). For any .X22 G i?22, we have 
d{an + bn)x22 + (an + bii)d(x22) + d{x22){au + bn) + X22d{an + bn) = 
d[{au + 6ii).X22 + .X22(aii + 1^1)] = 0. This gives us 
[d{au + bn) ~ d{aii) - d[bu)\x22 + X22[d[an + bn) - d{an) - d{bn)\ = 0, 
which implies that 
\d{an + bn) - d{an) - d{bn)]i2 = 0, [d{an + bn) - d{an) - d{bn)]2i = 0, 
and [d{an + bn) - d{an) - d{bn)]22 = 0. 
Similarly, by considering (an + 611)0:12 + Xi2(aii + 611) and using Lemma 4.3.4 one 
can deduce that [d{an + 611) — d{an) — d{bn)]n — 0. 
Lemma 4.3.6. d[ai2 + 612) = d{ai2) + d{bi2)-
Proof. From ai2 + 612 = {CLU + ^2)^1 + ei(ai2 + 612) we have 
d{ai2 + 612) = d{ai2 + 612)61 + (ai2 + 6i2)c^(ei) + d{ei)[ai2 + 612) + ei(ai2 + 612). 
Multiplying this equahty from right by ci we arrive at 
0 = (ai2 + 6i2)ci(ei)ei + d{ei)b2i + eid{ai2 + 612)61. 
Similarly we can obtain 
0 = ai2(i(ei)ei + 61 (^012)61 = 62ici(ei)ei + d{ei)d2i + 61^(621)61. 
Comparing the above three equalities we see that 
\d[an + 612) - c (^ai2) - d[h2i)]n = ei[d(ai2 + 612) - d[an) - 4^2i)]ei = 0. 
Now, for any X12 € i?i2, we have 
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d{ay2 + 1^2)^ -12 + [an + bi2)d{xn) + d{xi2){ai2 + bu) + Xnd{ar2 + 1^2) = 
ri[(ai2 + bi2)xi2 + a:i2(ai2 + 1^2)] = d{b2iXi2 + .Xi2fe2i) which leads to 
[fi(ai2 + 612) - d(ai2) - d{b2i)]xj2 + •Xi2Kai2 + 1^2) - ^(012) - (^621)] = 0. 
Since [d{ai2 + 1^2) — d{ai2) — d{b2i)]n = 0, we see that 
[d{ai2 + bn) - ^(012) - d{b2i)]2iXi2 = 0,xn[d{au + bn) - d{ai2) - d{b2i)]22 = 0. 
It follows from conditions (Pi) and (P2) that 
[d{ai2 + bn) - d{au) - t?(&2i)i2i = M(ai2 + 612) - d{au) - c?(&2i)]22 = 0. 
Similarly, by consideribg d[{ai2 + 2^i)a^ 2i + 2:21 (ai2 + 2^1)] for all X21 G R21, we can 
get [d{an + bn) - d{au) - d{b2i)]x2i + x-2i[d(ai2 + 612) - d{an) - d{b2i)]xu] = 0. 
Consequently, [d{an + bn) - dian) - d(62i)]i2 = 0. 
Lemma 4.3.7. (z) d{au + bn + C2i)d{an + 1^2 + C21 = d{au) + d{bn) + d{c2i). 
(M) d{an + 2^1 + C22) = d{an) + d{b2i) + d{c22)-
Proof. We only prove (i). For any X22 ^  -R22, we have 
d[{au + bn + C2i)2,-22 + X22(aii + 1^2 + C21)] = d{an + bn + C2i)x'22 
+{au + bn + C2i)d{x22) + d{x22){an + bn + C21) + X22d{aii + bn + C21). 
On the other hand, by Lemma 4.3.6, we also have 
d[{au + bn + £21)3:22 + a^ 22(aii + 1^2 + C21)] = d[bnX22 + 2''22C2i) = d{aii)x22 
+and{x22) + d{x22)au + X22d{aii) + d{bn)x22 + 1^2^ (2:22) + d{x22)bn + 3^ 22(^ (^ 12) 
+(/(c2i)x22 + C2id(X22) + d{x22)c2\ + X22C?(c2i). 
It follows that [d{aii + bn + C21) - d{an) ~ d{bn) — < (^c2i)]x22 
+a;22Kaii + 612 + C21) - d{an) - d{bn) - d{c2i)] = 0. 
Then we can obtain 
Kai l + 1^2 + C21) - d{an) - d{bn) - c?(c2i)]i2 = 0, 
[d{an + bn + C21) - d{an) - d{bn) - c^ (c2i)]2i = 0, 
[d{an + bn + C21) - d{au) - d{bn) - d{c2x)\22 = 0. 
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From (i[(an + 6i2 + C2i)a:i2 + .Xi2(aji + 5]2 + C2i)] = d[(an + C2i)2;i2 + 2;i2(an+C2i)] 
+d{bi2Xr2 + •X12612) 
and using Lemma 4.3.2, one can easily get 
[d{an + bi2 + C21) - d{an) - d{bi2) - d{c2i)]xi2 
+xn[d{au + bn + C21) - ^-^n) - d{bn) - d{c2i)\ = 0. 
It follows that \d{a\\ + hyi + C21) - d{a\^ - d{^x2) — d(c2i)]iiXi2 = 0, and so 
[d(aii + 612 + C21) - d{an) - d{bi2) - ^(c2i)]ii = 0. 
Lemma 4,3.8. d(aii + byi + C21 + 2^2) = (i(aii) + (^ (^ 12) + ^(c2i) + £^ (^ 22). 
Proof. For any Xu G i?ii, by Lemma 4.3.7, we have 
d{an + 612 + C21 + (i22)-J^ ii + [o-n + bn + C21 + d22)d{xu) + d{xu){aii + 612 + C21 
+d22)+xnd{au+bi2+C2i+d22) = d[{au+bu+C2i+d22)xu+Xn{an+bi2+C2i+d22)] 
= d{auxu + xno-n) + d{bi2Xu + bnXn) + d{c2iXu + X11C21) + d{d22Xn + Xnd22)-
This gives us 
[d{au + 612 + C21 + d22) - d{an) - d{bn) - d{c2i) - d{d22)]xn 
+xn[d{au + 1^2 + C21 + (^ 22) - d{an) - d{bu) - d{c2i) - (^(^ 22)] = 0. 
We can infer that 
[d{au + 612 + C21 + 2^2) - d{an) - d{bi2) - d{c2i) - d{d22)]n = 0, 
[d{an + bi2 + C21 + (^ 22) - d(an) - d{bi2) - d{c2i) - d{d22)\i2 = 0, 
[d{au + 612 + C21 + d22) - d{au) - d{bu) - d{c2i) - d{d22)]2i = 0. 
Similarly, one can get 
[d{an 4- 612 + C21 + 2^2) - d[aii) - d{hn) - d{c2i) ~ d{d22)]22 = 0, 
which completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.4. For any a,b e R, we write a = an + a^ + 021 + 2^2 
and b = bu+ bn + 621 + 2^2-
Applying Lemmas 4.3,4-4.3.8, we have 
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d{a + 5) = d{au + ai2 + 021 + 022 + bn + 1^2 + 2^1 + 2^2) 
= d[{au + &11) + {an + 1^2) + ("21 + 2^1) + (^ 22 + 2^2)] 
= d{an + a-Yi + 2^1 + 2^2) + d{hu + 612 + 621 + 622) = d{a) + d{b), 
i.e., d is additive. 
In addition, if R is 2-torsion free, tlien for any a ^ R, we have 
2d{a^) = d{2a^) = d{aa + aa) = 2\d{a)a + ad{a)]. 
Therefore, d is a Jordan derivation. 
Applying Lemma 4.3.1 and the weh-known result that every Jordan derivation 
on a 2-torsion free semiprime ring is a derivation (see [23]), we have 
Corollary 4.3.1. Let i? be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring with a nontrivial idem-
potent satisfying 
(CI) If auXij = 0 for all Xij e Rij{i / j ) , then an — 0; 
(C2) If Xjittii = 0 for ah Xji € Rji{i / j), then an = 0. 
If mapping d : R —> R satisfies 
d{ab + ba) = d{a)b + ad{b) + d{b)a + bd{a) 
for all a,b E R, then d is additive. Moreover, d is a derivation. 
Corollary 4.3.2. Let /? be a 2-torsion free prime ring containing a nontrivial 
idempotent and mapping d : R —> R satisfy 
d{ab + ba) = d{a)b + ad{b) + d{b)a + bd{a) 
for all a,b E: R. Then d is additive; and moreover, d is a derivation. 
4.4. Additivity of Jordan Semitriple Derivable Maps 
Additivity of Jordan derivable map has already ben discussed in our previous 
section. Now we present the generalization of the previous result to the additivity 
of Jordan semitriple derivable map on rings given by Jing and Lu [54]. 
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T h e o r e m 4.4.1 ([54,Theorem 3.7]). Suppose i? is a ring containing a nontrivial 
idenipotent and satisfies the following conditions: 
{PI') If auXn = 0 for all Xu £ Rn, then an = 0. 
(P2') If Xi2a22 = 0 for all x^ E Rn, then 0-22 = 0. 
(F4) If Xijaxij = 0 for all Xij G Rij{i,j G {1,2}), then aji = 0. 
If a mapping d : R —> R satisfies 
d{aba) = d{a)ba + ad{b)a + abd{b), for all a, b E R, 
then d is additive, and hence a Jordan triple derivation. 
Following lemmas are required in order to prove the above theorem. In what fol-
lows. Let i? be a ring containing a nontrivial idempotent and satisfying (PI ' ) , (P2'), (P4) 
and let d be a Jordan semitriple derivable map. 
Lemma 4.4.1. d{au + &12 + C12 + t?22) = d{an) + (^ (^ 12) + 4^21) + d{d22)-
Proof. For any Xij E R,i,j — 1,2, on one hand, we have 
d[xij{au + bn + C12 + d22)xij] = d{xij){au + b^ + cn + d22)xij 
+Xijd{au + bi2 + cn + d22)xij 
+Xij{au + bi2 + cn + d22)d{xij). 
On the other hand, 
d{xijanXij) = d{xij)aiiXij + Xijd{aii)xij + Xijaud{xij), 
d{xijbi2Xij) = d{xij)bi2Xij + Xijd{bi2)xij + Xijbi2d{xij), 
d{XijC2iXij) ^ d{Xij)c2iXij + Xijd(c2i)Xij + XijC2id{Xij), 
d{Xijd22Xij) = d{Xij)d22Xij + Xijd{d22)Xij + Xijd22d{Xij). 
These imply that 
d{[xij{an+bi2+C2i+d22)xij]-d{xijanXij)-d{xijbi2Xij)-d{xijC2iXij)-d{xijd22Xij) 
= Xij[d{an + bi2 + cn + (^ 22) - d{an) - d{bi2) - d{c2i) - d{d22)]xij. 
Note that for any i,j =1,2, we have 
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d[xij{an + bi2 + Cn + (i22)-'%] - d{xi.jaux,j) - d{xijbi2Xij) - d{xijC2iXij) ~ d{xijd22Xij) 
= 0. 
Then, for i,j—1,2, we get 
Xij[d{an + bi2 + cn + ^^ 22) - d{ayi) - dibu) - d{c2\) - d{d22)\xij ^ 0. 
By Condition (P4), we see that 
\d{aii+hi2 + Cx2 + d22)-d{an)-d{bx2) - d{c2i) - d{d22)]ji = 0,i,j ^ 1,2. 
Equivalently, 
d{au + bi2 + C12 + 0^ 22) - d{an) - d{bi2) - d{c2i) - d{d22) = 0. 
L e m m a 4.4.2. (i) d{ai2 + 612C22) = d{ai2) + d{bi2C22)-
[ii) d[a2i + 622C21) = d{a2i) + d{b22C2i). 
Proof, (i). We first note that ei+ai2+^i2C22 = (ei+ai2+C22)(ei+6i2)(ei+ai2+C22). 
By applying Lemma 4.4.1, we have 
(i(ei) + d{ai2 + 612C22) = d{ei + a^ + 512C22) 
= d{{ei + ai2 + C22)(ei + 6i2)(ei + a^ + C22)] 
= d{ei + ai2 + C22)(ei + 6i2)(ei + a^ + C22) 
+(ei + ai2 + C22)d{ei + 6i2)(ei + a^ + C22) 
+(ei + ai2 + C22)(ei + bi2)d{ei + a^ + C22) 
= [d{ei) + d{ai2) + d{c22)\[ei + 6i2)(ei + 012 + C22) 
+(ei + ai2 + C22)Kei) + d(6i2)](ei + ai2 + C22) 
+(ei + ai2 + C22)(ei + 612)^(61) + ^(012) + d(c22)] 
= d[(ei + ai2C22)ei(ei + a^ + C22)] + d[(ei + C22)fei2{ei + C22)] 
+d[{ai2 + C22)(ei + 6i2)(ai2 + C22)] + d[{ei + 012)^12(61 + 012)] 
= d{ei + ai2) + <i(6i2C22) = d{ei) + ^(012) + d(6i2C22). 
Notice that we have use the facts that 
0 = d{ax2hi2ax2) = c?(ai2)^i2ai2 + 012^^ (^ 12)^ 12 + ai2&i2t?(ai2) and 
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0 = d[{au + C22)(ei + bi2){ai2 + C22)] 
= d{ai2 + C22)(ei + bi2)(ai2 + C22) + {an + £22)^(61 + bi2)(ai2 + C22) 
+ (ai2 + C22)(ei + bi2)d{ai2 + C22) 
^ [d{ai2) + d{c22)]{ei + 6i2)(ai2 + C22) + (^ 12 + £22)^(61) + d{bi2)]{ai2 + C22) 
+(ai2 + C22)(ei + bi2)d[{ai2) + (C22)]. 
(n). The proof is similar to that of (i). 
Lemma 4.4,3. d is additive on Ru and i?2i-
Proof. We need to show that 
d{ai2 + 612) = d{ai2) + d{bi2 
holds true for any a^, 612 G ^ 12-
For any x^j e RijJ = 1,2 from d[xij{ai2+bi2)xij] = 0 = d{xijai2Xij)+d(xijbi2Xij), 
we can get 
xij[d{ai2 + 612) - d{ai2) - c?(6i2)]xij = 0. 
This implies that 
[d{ai2 + 612) - d{ai2) - d{bi2)]u = M(ai2 + ^12) - dian) - d{bi2)]2i = 0. 
Similarly, by considering d[x22(ai2 + &i2)2;22] = 0 = (i(x22ai2X22) + rf(3;22^i2a;22) 
for any X22 G -R22, we can conclude that [d{ai2 + ^12) ~ d{ai2) — d{bi2)]22 = 0. 
We now show that [d^au + bn) - d{ai2) - d{bi2)]u = 0. For any X21 G R21, on 
one hand, 
d[x2i{an + 612)121 = d{x2i){ai2 + br2)x2i + X2id{au + bu)x2i + X2i(ai2 + bi2)d{x2i). 
On the other hand, by Lemma 4.4.2 (ii), 
d[xi2iai2 + 6i2).-3^ 2i] = c (^2;2iai2X2i + a;2i6i2X2i) 
= d{x2T.ai2X2l) + d{X2\bi2X2l) 
= d{x2i)ai2X2\ + 2;2id(ai2)2;2i + 2;2iai2^(a:2i) + o (^a::2i)6i22:2i 
+X2ld{bi2)x2i +X2ibi2d[x2l). 
Then we can get 
X2i[d{ai2 + bn) - d{an) - d{bi2)]x2\ = 0, 
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which leads to 
[d{ai2 + 612) - d{ai2) - d{bn)]i2 = 0. 
This completes the proof. 
Similarly, we get the result in the remaining case. 
Lemma AAA. d is additive on Rn. 
Proof. Let an and 611 be arbitrary elements of Rn. By considering 
d[xij{aii + hii)xij\,d{xijaiiXij), and d{xijbiiXij) for the cases of i 7^  j and i = j = 2 
respectively, one can easily get that 
[d{an + 5ii) - d{an) - d{hn)]i2 = 0, \d{aii + hu) - d{aii) - d{hii)\2i = 0, 
[d{au + bii) - d{an) - fl;(6ii)]22 = 0. 
In order to complete the proof, we need to show that 
[d{au + bu) - d{au) - d{bn)]u = 0. 
We now claim that, for any rn E Rn and X12 € R12, 
dinixn) ^- d{ei)rnxi2 + eid{rn)xi2 + mdixu) + d{xi2)rn + Xi2d{rn)ei. (4.4.1) 
Indeed, by Lemma 4.4.1, 
d{rn) + d{rnxi2) = d{ru + rn^n) 
= d[{ei + xi2)rn{ei + X12)] 
= d{ei + Xi2)rii(ei + X12) + (ci + Xn)dirn){ei + x^) 
+{ei + Xi2)rnd{ei + X12) 
= d{rn)+d{ei)rnxi2+eid{rn)xi2+rnd{xi2)+d{xi2)rn+xi2d{rn)ei. 
Note that in the last equahty we are using the facts 
d{rn) = d{eirnei) = d{ei)rnei + eid{rn)ei + eirnrf(ei) 
and, 0 = dixnrnxn) = d{xu)rnXn + Xud{ru)xr2 + Xi2rnd{xi2). 
Replacing rn in equation (4.4.1) with an+bn,an and 611 respectively, one can get 
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d[{au + bu)xi2] = d{anxi2) + d{bi2Xr2) 
= d{ei}auXi2 + eid{au)xi2 + aud{xi2) + d{xi2)au + Xi2d(au)ei 
+d{ei)bnXi2 + eid{bn)xi2 + bud{xi2) + d{xi2)bu + Xi2d{bu)ei. 
Comparing the above two equalities, we arrive at 
[d{an + fell) - d(aii) - d{bn)]xi2 == 0. 
It follows from Condition (PI') that 
[d{an + bn) - d{au) - d{bu)]n = 0. 
Lemma 4.4.5. d is additive on i?22-
Proof. With the similar approach as in Lemma 4.4.4, one can get 
[d{a22 + 622) - ^(022) - d{b22)]n = 0, [d{a22 + 2^2 - d{a22) - d{b22)]i2 = 0, 
[d{a22 + 2^2) - d{a22 - d{b22)]2i = 0-
To complete the proof, it remains to show that 
[d{a22 + 2^2) - c^ (a22) - d{b22)h2 = 0. 
For any Xu (E Rn and r22 G P22, from Xi2?'22 = (ei + ?'22)2"i2(ei + r22) one can check 
that 
d{xnr22) = d{ei)xi2r22 + eid{xu)r22 + r22d{xi2)ei + Xi2d{r22)- (4.4.2) 
Now, applying Equality (4.4.2) for r22 = 022 + 622, r22 = 022, and r22 = 2^2 respec-
tively, we can get 
xi2[d{a22 + 2^2) - d{a22) ~ d{b22)] = 0. 
It follows from Conditions (P2') that [^ (022 + 2^2) - ^^ (^ 22) - c^ (^ 22)]22 = 0, which 
completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4.1. Applying Lemma 4.4.1 and Lemmas 4.4.3-4.4.6 and 
using the same approach as used in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1, we can get the proof 
of Theorem 4.4.1. 
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Note that every Jordan triple derivation on a 2-torsion free semiprime ring is a 
derivation (see [24]). By Lemma 4.3.1, we have 
Corollary 4.4.1. Let R be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring containing a nontrivial 
idempotent and satisfying the following conditions: 
(PL) If aiiXi2 = 0 for all X[2 G -R12, then an = 0. 
{P2') If .'Ci2a22 = 0 ^ov ah 2:12 G Ru, then 022 = 0. 
(C3) If XijdXij = 0 for all xij G Rij{i ^ j), then aji = 0. 
If a mapping d : R —> R satisfies 
d{aba) — d{a)ba + ad{b)a + abd{b), for all a,b S R, 
then d is additive. Moreover, d is a derivation. 
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